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Jack Hodgins

The (JP4 ^^ Hapfii^eS^

Coley Johnson's friendship goes back further than anything else in my Ufe and to
honour it I buy a present every August for his wedding anniversary and drive all
the way out to that stump farm of his to deliver it. They used to call us twins,
we were that inseparable (this at a time when he was teaching me to hunt and
steal vegetables and make wine out of just about anything that grows) and in
honour of that I see him once a year just long enough to hand over a gift that
pretends to pay rtibute to that day twelve years ago he married Lucy McDonald,
who was the best looking girl in the valley. Oh, I don't choose the gift myself
any more, of course. Graeme does that for me now and this year she brought
home a wooden statuette with a fat belly, about ten inches high counting the
base, with the words GOD OF HAPPINESS stamped onto his back.
"What the blazes kind of present is that supposed to be?" I said.
But she placed it carefully on the stereo cabinet and stood back to admire it.
"I got it at the Bargain House," she said. "Lucy will love it."
I could not expect my wife to go with me to deliver it. Graeme seemed always
to be too busy caring for the daughter she'd inherited at our marriage, or looking
after that enormous stone house she had had me build her as compensation for
being the second Mrs Jason White rather than the first (Graeme never having
been second before in her life) to spare the hour it would take to drive out and
back. She wrapped the gift for me each year and followed me to the car and
handed it to me with her goodbye kiss as I turned on the ignition and moved the
gear into low.
For two miles I followed the Island Highway south, then turned west towards
the mountains on a narrow black topped road. All along the ditches the blackberry pickers were out, after the big Himalaya berries which ripened at this time
of year like huge black velvet lights, mothers swinging buckets and children all
around with their little cups only half full and their faces smeared with red from
eating what they didn't spill, and some of them looked up long enough to study
my red car passing and to wave if they recognized me. After a while the black
top ended and from that time I followed the thick brown dust raised by someone
a quarter mile ahead of me in a green pickup. There were three miles of that
kind of road, of alders and firs all powdered over with dust and then the log
cabin where Crazy Pete shot his wife when she found his homemade Uquor supply
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and the empty farm we played in as kids until Coley fell from a ceiling joist and
broke his leg, and then I was getting into that part of the valley we always called
Johnson's Sidehill.
And here on my left was that long sloping field, and at the bottom of it the
swamp, where we had hunted ducks together so often. It had been his old man s
property then, before his death and the subsequent sale of the bottom seventy
acres to a neighbour, and every autumn from the time we were twelve Coley
took me down here in the pouring rain (the smell of rubber clothing in my head)
and ankle-deep mud to flush out the mallards hiding there. He was a much better
shot than I was and still does a little hunting now and then. Once, I remember,
he shot a Canada goose in that swamp and when it came down—wheeling crazily
down—he ran like a madman chest deep into the water to get it and came baclc
triumphantly holding the goose up by its long black neck. Then, in his excitement
he started to cry, and, putting his arm across my shoulder, said, "I never thought
I'd get one of these, Jase, not in a milUon years".
It was clear from the appearance of his house ahead, resting on four burned-off
stumps on the first knoll of his farm, that when Coley set to building it for himself
and Lucy his only concern was to keep out the snow and wind. Yet, on its knoll,
on its four black stumps, even with the chickens I could see dusting themselves
under the floor, it seemed proud, as if it had drawn itself up there and looked
down out of those two single-paned windows at everything around—the small
gardens, the acres of stumps and cattle, and the heavy timber at the rear.
Everything around included Coley too, who was standing with both elbows up
on the top rail of the fence surrounding the front yard, staring off at something
I couldn't see. He stood there the way I can remember his father standing, as if
he believed it possible to pull the whole world through his eyes to his head and
keep it there away from everyone else. He stood there the way I can remember
him standing as I left his place after telling him I had decided to marry Graeme,
for my own sake as much as for my daughter's (and he had said: "You don't
have to justify anything to me. You don't have to apologize."). This time he
wore a pair of blue jeans, so new they looked stiff and uncomfortable, and
beneath the wide elastic braces a heavy grey wool undershirt open at the throat.
One of the hands rubbed slowly back and forth across his chest inside the shirt.
I had shut the car door and walked across the yard (dust and feathers and a
few flowers) to within ten feet of him before he seemed to notice me there.
"Jason White", he said, the way you say a name you've had no occasion to use
for a full year. Then he shook my hand.
"That sun's hot", I said. "You'll fry your brains just standing there like that
without a hat."
"There's fall in the air. Especially after supper, you can smell it coming."
"Yes", I said. "You should have a good crop of tomatoes and corn. This is a
good year for both."
We had both learned young how to chew snoose (not from Coley's old man,
who despised anything that could become a habit, but from old Crazy Pete down
the road in his log cabin) and though I had given it up years ago I could see a
wad now in his lower lip, shifting from side to side. He lifted his head and shot
a brown stream clear across the road to a tangle of fireweed in the ditch. I had
never been able to do that. "Funny", he said. "We don't have hardly any apples
in this valley and not many trees with the kind of leaves you have to burn, like
some places Back East, but you can still smell fall come creepin' up on you." He
turned to face me and smiled, his whole face a network of lines and creases.
"Back to work next week?"
,,
"School opens the Tuesday after Labour Day
His hand kept rubbing back and forth across his chest. "One thing sure", he
6
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said, "if / won all that sweepstake money you'd not see me working for a good
long time. You must be crazy."
That was what they all said, of course, since that day when a part of everyone's
dream came true for me. But I knew that Coley, for one, didn't mean it. He
could not exist without his work here, clearing land and planting crops. "I've got
to do something," I said. "You can't just hang around doing nothing."
"No," he said.
For a moment I was intensely aware of the harsh, metallic sunUght, the slow
and heavy silence of the late August afternoon, with the smell of blackberry and
pine riding high in it Uke pollen. In that light, because we were so close to the
base of the Island mountains, the logged-off hillsides, the burned-over patches, the
new green growth were sharply, even cruelly, defined by shadow.
Defined too, like a scrawl etched on the air, was the sudden sharp voice of a
child in the house. "Your baby," I said. "I guess she must be growing fast."
For the first time he showed some interest. "Like a weed," he said. "The Uttle
monster just passed her first birthday."
"Yeah?"
"Quite a kid. I never thought something so small could run a whole household."
"Just wait," I said. "Just wait until she's as old as mine. That Marni's already
got the whole world figured out. There's nothing dumb about her."
"Yes," he said. Then he said, "That sun is hot." His face relaxed, however,
and again his eyes strayed off to the distance. They were a clear grey, those eyes,
full of questions. I looked hard at what middle age had done to the face I had
known as a child. It was the same face, of course, but harder; troubled perhaps,
and yet filled with a kind of security. If he had thought to look at me, to study
my thirty-seven year old face and compare it with that other Jason Whtie, his
childhood's best friend and hunting partner, I am sure he would not have seen
the calm ruggedness, the secure weather-erosion, that I was looking at.
"This is your anniversary present," I said, and put the parcel down on a piece
of wood by his feet. Then I started back across the yard towards my car. I
didn't want to say goodbye.
"D'you wanna take some tomatoes home?"
He slipped his hands behind the braces, pulled them out, and let them whack
against his stomach.
"No. Thanks anyway."
"Are you sure? I planted three or four new varieties this year. Some of them
are big enough to make a whole meal out of."
"No. Don't give away what you can sell. You worked for that crop."
"Listen, I'm not offering you the whole crop, just a few. Remember the time
we snuck into old Grouchy Jackson's garden? You ate so many of his tomatoes
you had to stop and throw up three times on the way home." He walked down
the slope towards me, hands hooked behind those braces.
"Yes," I said. "But no thanks. Graeme did her shopping yesterday and came
home with more than we can eat."
Somewhere not far away, a car went past behind a screen of trees. We both
turned and saw the dust billowing up like smoke, curling up in great brown clouds
above the trees and then settling down again soft as powder. I watched his face
and hoped it would soften, hoped that he would turn to me, laughing, with a
crazy proposal for some fantastic childish escapade. But none came. And fool
that I was, I just kept looking, hoping, until I half expected him to say, "Something wrong, Jase? You're actin' kind of queer".
Behind me the screen door slammed and when I looked there was Lucy
standing on the top step, looking as if she expected a full orchestra to play a
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march for her descent. But no music came and she stepped down anyway, in her
bare feet and loose cotton dress and long yellow hair, and set out across the
yard towards us one foot in front of the other and shifting hips for all she was
worth. Before I could open my mouth to say Hello Lucy had draped herself
onto Coley's shoulder and said, "Jason White, you look Uke you took a wrong
turn somewheres".
Coley answered for me. "Jase brought over our anniversary present, honey,
he never forgets that." He pointed to the parcel, still on that piece of board where
I had placed it.
But Lucy did not look where he was pointing. She continued to look at me.
"How's your wife, down in that castle you built for her?" When she smiled she
tried to hold her mouth closed to hide the spaces where she had lost two teeth.
"Fine," I said. "She was a little too tired today to come out for the drive."
She let go of her husband and walked towards the gift. Coley's eyes followed
those hips right across and then shifted away and to me to see if I had been
watching. When she had the gift in her hands she said, "A person don't want too
much of this sun. It's making my skin rough as an elephant's hide".
She opened the parcel quickly, letting the paper drop to the ground, and held
the little fat-bellied statue up to the light of the sun. She looked hard at it,
frowning. Quickly, before she could say anything, I explained. "He's called the
god of happiness. You put him in your house for good luck. I think you're
supposed to rub his belly or something."
Lucy looked as if she didn't believe me. With her free hand she took a
cigarette out of a pocket and placed it in her mouth and lighted it both eyes shut.
"You should of give us something simple," she said, shaking the match flame out,
"like towels or a teapot." Then she put the statue back in the box and closed
the hd.
"Maybe," she said, "Jason would Uke to taste that latest batch of our plum
wine."
"A good idea," I said. "You were the one who taught me how."
Coley just looked at his wife. "No." He barely moved his lips. "It's not aged
enough yet. Jason is used to good liquor store wines now, he don't want any of
our stuff."
I said, "Not at all. It would bring back memories."
"Memories." He said that one word like poison. "That stuff we used to make
was pure rot-gut. Don't go talking about memories. No wonder it sent old Crazy
Pete right off his head."
Which was true, I suppose. Old Crazy Pete got so that after awhile he didn't
know if he was drinking wine or corn whiskey or pure mountain stream water.
He probably shot his wife without even knowing who he was aiming at.
It was time I left, however, as Coley's eyes were straying off to his waiting
gardens. I headed back towards the car. "Maybe I'll drop by in the faU," I said.
"Once hunting season begins. We could go off after a deer."
Coley swung to the fence again and spat, hitting that same tangle of fireweed
across the road. "Maybe," he said. "If you need the meat." Then, with Lucy and
me watching him, he headed out across the yard in the direction of the gardens.
He stopped once, said, "Thank's for coming, Jason, and for the present. But I
better get back to work", and went on walking.
Lucy said, "He never did have much manners, him", and picked up the wrapping paper at her feet. When she stood up again and pushed that blonde hair off
her face, she asked me if I wanted a cup of coffee.
But I was already at the car, with my hand on the door, and I was searching
the far-off timber line for whatever it was his eyes sought out and drew into themselves so no one else could share. I found nothing unusual, however—the trees
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were just one jagged smokey-slate line in that sun—and soon gave up looking.
"Bye," Lucy said, and when I turned she was already heading up to her house.
"Goodbye," I said.
She swung and held her hand up to shade her eyes. "See you again," she said.
I turned the ignition switch and backed the car around and drove between the
two peeled firs they used for gate posts. If Graeme had been here she would have
said, "You can't expect to see things with his eyes. He's not your type of person".
But Graeme wasn't here and ahead of me the road was clear and ahnost white.
The dust I would make would rise up in curls, in heavy brown clouds, and settle
on the dry and dying trees along the road and even farther back than that.
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Hilde Knorr

^ull Circle

She was diving into the refrigerator and fishing round for the pork sausage which,
for one awful moment, she thought that her husband had eaten; and was hunting
in the safe for the chutney, and digging out pieces of the week-end cake from the
plastic cake-box which was more hygienic because no sharp corners, and wondering whether or not the baker had been or if the old loaf would have to do. Her
hands were hovering over this and that, not being absolutely commanded by her
brain, as she wondered if the visitor would be gone in time for her to be in the
city by half past two, because she would have to allow an hour on account of
the lunchtime crowds. She talked, most of the time, in a soft drawl which wasn't
so bad when she came into view in the diningroom doorway, but which seemed to
elongate itself and float upwards when she disappeared, so that Pickering caught
himself, a couple of times, glancing up at the ceihng and half expecting the voice
to evince itself as ectoplasm.
He had not really wished to be given lunch, but had accepted the offer of a
drink because the day was warm and he was thirsty. So he had deUvered himself
because the old woman had immediately spread the cloth, reckoning that if they
waited for lunch until he had gone she would be very late. Having dispensed
hospitality what more could be demanded? She could say to her son that she had
done her best with the agent.
Pickering watched uncomfortably, not wishing to offend, yet thinking that he
must be slipping to have let himself be caught by these two old birds. One was
cursed by wanting something from someone. He thought their faces were wonderful contrasts, one shrunk shorter, the other drooped longer and narrower. Yet on
them both was that same mysterious writing that said This is a temporary
structure only—a new one will occupy this space. His hand went up to feel those
cryptic characters below the surface of his own skin already. Perhaps they were
responsible for the wave of anger he had felt towards his wife that morning,
because she did not seem content, now that the children were grown up, to take
care of him who had stood aside for so long. After all, husbands were prone to
have coronary occlusions. He sensed some smugness in the thought. But Joy
wanted to take up new things, just as if her mirror did not reflect that of which
he was so conscious.
. , .
j
^ ,
The old woman was talking and her husband opened and shut his mouth
, Q
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experimentally, waiting to get a word in, running one hand round the stump of
a finger on the other. The visitor wondered if it tickled, or was it winced, or
crawled, like the feeUng he could never quite describe in the long scar on his own
arm. When he ran his finger over it, it seemed that the nerves had an independent
memory. The man must be pretty old. Perhaps the woman had had an operation
for a disease of the voicebox.
He took pity on the other male and smiled invitingly towards him, so that he
was leaning forward and saw that it was not the stub of a finger that was being
caressed but a small wooden bird.
"Humming-bird," said the old man, and got up to show how it would sit on
the rim of the milk jug. He was birdlike, too, but more of a winter bird, with
his head a little on one side because of a sUght deafness, waiting for the approval
that he knew must come.
"You did this?" The approval for the simple line was genuine. "Ah, that is
where your son gets his talent."
He felt this to be, at best, a patronizing rider, but knew, in the old man's smile,
that he had done well.
"I always liked doing things, but the family . . . sometimes I wonder . . ."
He sighed bruisedly on the dusty mound of his years, which was all he seemed,
after all, to have buiU.
The old woman was standing in the doorway with the pink-fleshed, red-rinded
sausage in her hand. He wondered whether it would have added or detracted if
Dobell had put the sausage in. She was a tall woman but surely she could never
have been graceful. Automatically he looked for the wedding photo and located
it instantly on the bow-fronted cabinet, flanked by two boys as studio-pink as the
pork-Strasbourg. Definitely graceful pre-parents, very tall and goodlooking, the
husband the approved inch or two over. Now it was the other way round.
"I did this on the circular saw." This time it was the thumb stump, following
the statuette. Pickering almost felt a pull at his trouser leg, "See this. Dad.
Da . . a . . d."
He was distracted by the bread in her hand, being waved around.
"I've been lecturing this morning, on the prison system, just before you came
I got in, so I haven't had a chance . . ." and the bread went round again, circling
to indicate that all was not as it should be; as if even a typhoon could have
disturbed fifty years of furniture from its accustomed place, or have made dust
through the lace curtains . . . "and I have to be in town by two . . . I'm the
secretary . . . but of course there's plenty . . . Jim, the chairs."
Something was called for to cover the reproach and the old man's alacrity.
"Going by train?" Perhaps he should offer.
"No! Oh, no! By car. I drive the car. He can't."
He can't. And it was the last chance he had had to be important, too.
He grew restless. "Well, we couldn't afford a car all the years, then the licence
test . . . she was five years younger, perhaps that made all the difference. Sometimes I dunno but what they would have been better uneducated . . . the boys
I mean, and we would have had a car."
She was sawing the pork sausage into slices and dumping it on the places.
Eating was only secondary. "We don't have a great lunch. Cook at night. He
tried for his licence. I knew he wouldn't get it. He wasn't positive enough
about it."
The old man tried again.
"I did a lot of things when I first retired. That'n that'n that over there but
not any more, not since me thumb. I'm nearly seventy-five."
"Seventy-five!" Quite genuine surprise from the visitor, forking chutney to
sUde the sausage down. He thought: Ten years of it. He didn't really bargain
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for that or he might have made a second attempt at that Ucence.
The ectoplastic voice went on again.
"I learned to drive the car when I was skty-two. I didn't say a word. Just
disappeared every day until I got my licence. I learned the rules by heart. He
didn't suspect a thing, did you, Jim? More sausage, Mr Pickering?"
"No, thank you, I'm doing wonderfully." And nobody would have known
about it if she hadn't, he thought uncharitably. It was their devious nature to
only proclaim what they were doing when they were sure of praise. Or was
it their wisdom? He could imagine this one going through the traffic, bolt upright
and very sure.
"No, mother, you know it doesn't do my digestion any good," Pickering came
back to hear and to see the old man moving his food round on his place as if
it were a jigsaw to be fitted together. Pickering remembered his wife's voice
saying something he couldn't remember but which he had only just understood.
Or would understand if he could remember.
The old woman said nothing for a while. No doubt she was thinking what
else she could empty into this visiting receptacle. But she was beaten to it.
"Yes, I'm seventy-five and I've only been out of hospital for two weeks."
"Oh, bad luck. But you look well now."
"Yes, but I was lucky. I tell everyone I was lucky. I discovered it myself.
Cancer in the bowel. No pain. They took a third of the bowel out, and that's
a lot." Pickering murmured something about it sounding a lot. "It's a messy
business. You have to have a new opening made, of course. And the tube
thing—take it out every day—sometimes more than once or it gets uncomfortable. Keeps me quite busy in the morning, but I suppose it's no more trouble
than anything else."
"Wonderful what they can do now. Wonderful." But why did they do it for
such an old man. Was it just the challenge?
The old man was leaning forward and his soft, pink, docile face reached almost
halfway across the table. He had a slight smell which reminded Pickering somehow of an old electric stove standing in an empty house—a sort of mustiness.
He really did look in an old way very young, extraordinarily young, as if his skin
had hardly sprouted hair.
"Yes, and the nurses were wonderful. Four days I had to lie flat without
moving. They said it would be best for me and it would help them. Sometimes
I wonder if I could have moved if I had tried. But they were wonderful. They'd
be fixing this thing, see, and it would fill up again, and they'd just say, "Ugh,
hugh, wouldn't it?" and go out for another sterilized tray. Called me Jimmy-boy.
Of course I've had to learn to do things for myself. Mother's too busy with her
new Ufe. I get the sterilizer thing all cooked up and ready as soon as I finish each
time and—"
"Now, Jim, Mr Pickering doesn't want your ailments with his lunch. Do you,
Mr Pickering?"
"Quite alright," muttered Pickering to the downcast rosy face, but aware that
the reference to lunch had somehow tied it to an ancient bowel. His own gurgled
in protest and he wondered unpleasantly what secrets it could reveal.
"Tea, or coffee?"
"I don't mind. Either would do."
"I don't care for people who don't make up their minds." This in a serious,
jocular tone. "Why can't people say tea if they want tea and coffee if they
want coffee?"
"Now, mother," sighed the old man.
"Coffee," said Pickering desperately, and wanted to shout that he didn't care.
It appeared that she knew without the shout for her fork accused him.
, 2
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"Half the troubles in the world come about because people don't care. You
should care about everything you do. People don't care about the prison system
and they don't care about the evils of strong drink, for instance. But don't care
was made to care, you will remember. The trouble it causes! Now you think
Trevor is talented, don't you?"
"Yes," answered Pickering, interested at last. "Yes, I do think he is talented
—not genius, mind—but as things stand today, there could be a market for his
pictures. If you could prevail on him, as I said earlier, to let me have a few for
the gallery, I wiU promote him. Our mutual benefit, you know."
"You think he's got talent. That's what I thought. People have always thought
so. But he doesn't care. So I doubt if his talent will be any more use to you
than it is to him. He drinks Uke a fish."
"People who are talented often go off the deep end, perhaps because they
feel more, they really care more but in a different way." Pickering felt an
Horatio-earnestness begin to pervade him, but wondered if, like Jimmy-boy in
bed, he could have moved if he had wanted to. But the bridge was as invisible
as the straitjacket.
"No feelings at all, except for themselves." Full-bodied at last, the voice swept
on. "Trevor comes home here to live, twenty years after I taught him to stand
on his own feet, and shoves his worries on to me."
"Now, mother, that's no way for a mother to talk." The old man was trying
to cast the same shadow that was his all those years ago, but his wife's eyes
were different then.
"I did my duty to them when they were young. Now our mutual dislikes
mean nothing and should no longer be a reproach. It all depends what ancestors
were dominant in the genes." And she stood up, tall and confident in her
withered flesh, fully confident that her ancestors were not her responsibility.
The old man sat, bent and childlike, rubbing the stump of the finger.
The visitor seized the stump, with a lurch, just as though he had really moved
towards it.
"You haven't told me how you did that."
"With a saw, a little circular saw. I got a saw and other things when I
retired—you know those complete workshop things—like I made the magazine
rack and the little table, and lots of things." All around.
Sloyd, they called it at school when Pickering was a boy. He couldn't think
why. The room was full of Sloyd things, things that the room had done without
until that retirement, things from the pages for the handyman or from a fat book
called the Home Carpenter.
"There I was," recited the old man, "looking down at me finger. I could have
picked it up, for a minute, to see if it fitted almost, I was so staggered. One
second it belonged to me, the next, there it was. But no time to think when you're
bleeding. It comes out so, the blood, I mean. And I run into the house, yelling
for mum, and she wasn't there. Out giving a lecture."
It was the final betrayal when he could have buried his head in her apron.
What were the words Pickering was trying to remember. They annoyed him
by being absent when he was so sure they were apt.
The wife came out of the kitchen with the coffee. She had applied a little
lipstick and put on a coat and hat.
"I'll have to leave you to Jim," she said brightly, "I have business to attend to."
Pickering looked at the coffee desperately. All he had wanted was a drink.
"If you'd just show me those pictures . . ." He got to his feet. He hated them
both that they had revealed themselves and thought him fit for the revelation.
"Don't be late. Mum." They both ignored the visitor, and there passed between
them a fifty-year-old look. You could see they meant something to each other.
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"Yes, I'll be back before dark. I said I would," she re-assured. "Goodbye,
Mr Pickering, so nice of you to call. Thank you for your interest in Trevor. I'll
tell him to go and see you, and I'll see he takes some pictures along. His bedroom's too untidy . . . he wouldn't want me taking you . . . goodbye again."
She was gone.
Through the lace curtains Pickering could see the old man watching her
admiringly as she backed down the drive, waving to her, longing for the safety
of her return, not more for herself than for him. He did not want them to see
him watching them, so he stepped back to the table and quickly drank his coffee
down. He waited till the car started away from the gate before he stepped out
on to the verandah.
"I'll be getting along," he said brightly, "and thanks. Thanks for the lunch.
You'll remember about the pictures. Remind each other." He shook hands firmly,
feeling the stump.
The old man, standing with one hand on the brick pillar at the top of the steps,
watching him in case he should turn and wave, saw him stop dead as he got to
the gate, and thought for a few moments that he was coming back.
Pickering had stopped because the words that his wife had said had come back
to him with a force and meaning that they had not had when she had spoken
them. He could see her flushed face now, her anger which was the anger of one
deprived.
"Mum. Mum. Mum. Don't call me Mum. I'm not your mother! I'm the
person you married. I'm your wife."

,4
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Hal Colebatch

Vh^e^ the What-^

It was in the wet darkness under the wharf that the horrors came to old Harry.
He had gone down there for peace. They had been loading wheat and iron-ore
at the new bulk-handhng terminals, so that under the raw glare of the flood-lights
the air filled with roaring and choking dust, and it had made his head hurt.
Besides, his enemy the dockyard policeman had been round somewhere. Harry
hadn't wanted to spend the night in the lockup and get seven days for drunkenness in the morning. It wasn't as if it had been winter. Besides, he had still had
a nearly full bottle of wine. And he had still had some money. He had asked a
drunken man in evening dress for his train-fare home a few hours before, about
an hour before the wine-saloon shut, and had been given a two-dollar note.
His head had begun to hurt in the saloon. That was part of his life. It had
hurt him on and off ever since his eighteenth birthday, when he had been hurt in
the war. It had been useful, an excuse for not keeping a job, till he was sixty-five
and now sixty-eight and it didn't matter and his brains were muddled away. A
fact of life. He hadn't been surprised to find himself back at the wharf.
He didn't ever like the bright noisy new wharf. He had become a creature
of dark alleys and the condemned shells of houses, so that the hole with its
comforting darkness had beckoned him. He had known that below it, under the
wharf, was a fishing and landing stage. In fact, it was the head of a flight of
stairs leading down. He had heard water lapping as he ventured into it.
Sure enough, there had been the stairs, just as he had expected. His balance
was never very good, and he had suddenly found he had had to grab the railings
with both hands. His headache had been getting worse, and he would not have
trusted his feet to the darkness except that, as he had stood there, swaying, he
had seen, or thought he had seen, the policeman walk round the corner of the
customs shed. Shakily, he had descended the stairs.
It was dark under the wharf, and the water lapping on the piles had seemed
to be the only sound. It had been quite still. The lights and racket had gone
far away. They had left him alone in a dark sea-cave that swallowed noises but
its own.
They had left him with the sounds of water. They had left him in a black
box with one side open to the river, and forests of piles marching off into the
dark on the other three sides. The reflection of the floodUghts, a few hundred
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yards further up the river, set silver lines dancing and and skipping on the open
surface, but under the wharf the water was quiet.
Harry's head ached and spun. He had eased himself down onto the plank
floor. His hands had been shaking worse than usual, and he had uncorked the
bottle with difficulty, nearly spilling some. His movements had become very
slow now, and it had taken him nearly three hours to empty the bottle.
The panic came with a whirring in his ears, and with balls of light that raced
at his eyes out of the dark and blew up into circles and were gone. Confused, he
stood up, holding the bottle as a weapon, and the whirring and the circles went
away.
Then it was black and there was a sound of other things—breathing, blood
roaring in his ears. He threatened with the bottle as the horrors came.
He retreated, and they advanced. There was a thing like an octopus, the sort
of thing that might live in the secret darkness and lapping water. He retreated
to the edge of the landing-stage, to the edge of the planks. The horrors flopped
after him.
Then he had to turn, but he would not turn his back on them. Mumbling,
dribbling down the grey hairs on his chin, he turned sideways. His hands reached
out, and as he began to fall he grabbed a cross-piece of wood.
He dragged himself out, over the water, onto the cross-piece. He sprawled
across it. One of the hands that gripped still held the neck of the bottle, but
he was no longer even vaguely aware of it.
He twisted himself sideways and gave a short weak little scream. His arms and
legs fell down on each side of him and splashed in the water. The octopus
tentacles were reaching for him. The parrot beak opened, and because it was a
parrot beak, revealed a black button tongue like a cockatoo's, or that of a man
who had died in the desert (Beersheba . . . The Light Horse). But old soldiers
kept their heads. It was like a regular jungle under the wharf, and he found he
could retreat from pile to pile.
His mind ran away from the octopus, and his body lumped and swung away,
but wherever he faced the octopus was still in front of him.
He scrambled on, till he was too exhausted to be chased further, and wound
his arms and legs round one of the piles. He held his face against the wood, and
clung there sobbing. He didn't want to be eaten by the octopus. The skirt of his
khaki greatcoat trailed in the water.
There was nothing more to be done but cling to the pile as hard as he could.
The dark forest of timbers stretched for acres away from him. He screwed his
eyes tightly shut, but the horrors got behind his eyeUds where the tears trickled
out. Presently his whimpering died away in silence.
For a long time there was no further movement. Nothing happened, and the
frightened crabs and rats returned. The water lapped siftly in the dark and the
barnacles clicked. Old Harry's body hung like a sack from his pile, held by the
clamps of arms and legs. A real octopus, six inches across, wandered on the pile
a few feet below him.
As his grip relaxed, the bottle fell from his hand, splashed, gurgled, and sank.
It left a trail of tinkUng bubbles and was gone.
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Fairlie Apperly

^feif aH(( ^feen

"Puss all right this morning?" the old woman asks the night nurse. She has woken
to the grey room.
"Puss? Puss? I've seen no cat about."
The old woman peers more closely. But it is a new, cool face, unwilling to
co-operate. She sighs, but must tell of her pet.
"Puss, my Puss. They keep him for me . . . Matron, you know . . . they
promised to look after him."
The cool face becomes knowing, but can't be bothered.
"Huhu. Oh, yes, he's OK."
The old woman is only half satisfied. She must cling to the knowledge of
Puss's existence in this strange, bare place.
"Breakfast," she persists. "If you've time, he does like the milk warmed a
little. Not hot, but take the chill off."
"AU right, all right, I'll fix it later. Now, over you go, dear, face the wall."
"Ooo . . . it's very cold. I've just had a wash, I think."
"Yes, dear, I know all that. But we must have a nice dry bed for breakfast,
eh, dear?"
"A dry bed, of course. They must have wet it . . . I can't remember, they
must have had an accident. An accident."
"Not to worry, dear." The new face expands a Uttle. "Now, ups-a-daisy, dig
those heels in, and a good push up the bed. That's the idea. Now, teeth, dear,
and specs, and you'll be apples for breakfast."
What about Will? WiU . . . where . . . ?" the old woman falters, too late,
into the insecure air.
Breakfast, on a tray, is thrust onto the bed.
"Thank you, thank you," she smiles at the retreating green back. She arranges
a stained napkin and fingers the pink wooden tray and stout flowered china she
has learned to trust. She eats trembUng spoonfuls, bite by bite, sip by sip, and
swaUows the two white tablets laid on a spoon.
Will fancies breakfast in bed, too, she remembers. An egg, and three slices
of toast, white and cut fairly thick. The same every day. Will, where is he now?
Perhaps he is dead, sad really, he is a lovely man, everyone Ukes Will and speaks
well of him. No good asking the nurses or Matron where he is, she has asked
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before and nobody knows. At least these people know about Puss. She wiU ask
next time if Puss can keep her company for a while on the bed.
"Nurse!" she calls. "Puss, he frets, you know. Could he lie on the bed for
a while? The warmth . . ."
But the important one has come on duty, who chooses to ignore. She will
wait for the busy one, who seems to care, and repeat her request. But it seems
that the busy one is not here today, only the miportant one, and the shiny one in
green, and the Matron. She must try and forget that Puss will be lonely without
her.
Someone pulls the blankets from her, and thursts her feet into maroon felt
sUppers. Her body is swung to the side of the bed to face a wheel-chair.
"I'm taking you onto the verandah. Gran," the shiny one tells her. "Here we
go, that's the girl."
"It's so cold." The old woman shivers and asks without hope: "Couldn't I
stay in this morning?"
"Goodness, no. It's a lovely morning," enthuses the shiny one, wheeling the
chair along a confusing corridor. "There, Gran, I'll put you here, next to Miss
Randolph." She shouts at a face of yellow, screwed paper:
"Here's Gran to sit next to you. Miss Randolph. Gran, to say hullo!"
The two ancients acknowledge formally, feebly, and settle to watch the gravel
and finger the grey blankets.
Perhaps Puss will come to me here, she thinks. But I'll say nothing. I'll wait
for him. But shortly her voice says unwillingly to the one they called Miss
Randolph, "Have you seen Puss?"
"Puss? Puss, I see no puss. Where? What puss. Did you say puss?" Miss
Randolph frowns in antagonism.
"Puss, my Puss, he stays with us here," the old woman explains, but the effort
of shouting is too exhausting, and she retreats into her own receptive being.
Two children stand at the gate staring at the arrangement of blankets and
decay on the verandah. A boy and a girl, disapproving. The boy gives the girl
a push into the sphere of frightening age. The girl shrieks in terror and runs out
of sight. They peep and giggle from behind a hedge.
"What about that one with no hair? And that other fat one with black
whiskers? Spooks!" calls the boy. "Spooks, spooks," she shouts as they run away.
The old women smile at the pretty children and deliberate about lunch.
A minute or an hour later, the important once places a tray on a small table
beside the old woman.
"Fish." She cuts it up on the plate and spreads a napkin, like a feeder, across
the chest. "Take care now, don't upset the plate."
Bite by bite, sip by sip and the meal—lunch, was it?—is finished. The wheelchair stands before her, and she is propelled the length of the confusing corridor.
Bathroom this time, such a wretched business.
"Better than an accident. Gran," soothes the shiny one, hoisting, then looking
at her watch. Nearly time to go off duty and put her feet up.
Ah, the bed. How welcome it is, the gateway, so to speak, to the green world
of reality. To leave the young and the old to their illusions, with their strident
voices and pretentious mirth. From her bank of green she can just hear them—
how mean they are about overtime . . . that filthy Miss Smale . . . and the peas
were that hard . . . and I nearly told her to get it herself—until Matron treads
silently into the room, and the shiny and important ones delve with purpose in
locker and wardrobe. Cautiously she opens her eyes in case Puss has crept in.
How mean she would feel not to greet him. Still, they said he was in the kitchen.
Much better for him there in the warmth. It would be nice if . . .
There he is, the monkey, watching her covertly while she gathers the fallen
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Rome Beauties. Yes, she'U make an apple pie tonight, or a Brown Betty. WiU
and the boys are fond of Brown Betty. Just time to see to the fowls and put the
copper on, before starting the vegetables. Really, those boys of hers have
enormous appetites. Hollow legs. Will says. And as for you. Puss! All right,
you monkey, I'll get Will to bring over some flushings from the dairy. Just this
once, you spoilt fellow!
But now the green curtain has been pulled roughly aside. Her feet are forced
once more into the maroon sUppers, and swung from the bed.
"Bathroom," says the important one.
Wheel-chair and winding corridor.
"Cup of tea."
Sip by sip, with a sUce of Adams orange cake.
"Tea, dear." It is the girl in pink, who has taken over from the shiny one.
"There's a good girl, and don't forget your tablets."
Trembling spoonfuls of something nameless and tepid, sip by sip of lukewarm
milky tea.
"Puss?" ventures the old woman.
"Matron's looking after him," the girl in pink assures her. "He's in the
kitchen."
Later, a young man and woman come and sit by the bed, holding hands and
staring at the quilt. She wishes they would go away.
"Now, which ones are you?" she enquires politely of the young man. "I
don't know . . . I forget all the time . . . too old."
"I'm Jeanne, Nana," states the young woman. "Remember? Iris's daughter."
Iris? Iris? Oh, Iris is the dark one. Doesn't like school and wants all her
pretty hair cut off.
"And you?" She turns again to the youth.
"Just a friend of Jeanne's." He chuckles, staring first at the girl, then at
the floor.
"Some flowers, Nana. Shall I leave them with sister?" asks Jeanne.
"Thank you, thank you, so pretty," the old woman murmurs into the bunch
of mauve stocks coned in tissue. "Lovely flowers."
She is glad when the young woman kisses her cheek and tiptoes out.
"Bathroom, Gran. Here's the wheel-chair. Good girl!" the pink one praises,
feeUng the lower sheet. "We've caught you in time. Just as well your visitors
didn't stay." She frowns at the thought of the consequences.
The old lady is aware of being praised.
"Thank you, nurse, thank you. You are so good to me."
Soon, Matron slides in with a tray and bottles.
"For the bowels," she says and passes something thick in a spoon.
"Teeth," the girl in pink reminds her, tapping them. "In this bowl, for the
night."
"Thank you, nurse, thank you."
Now, at last, she is free to leave the illusory existence for the green world.
She lies flaccid on a green cloud, in a green sky and hears the soft moan of a
green wind. Even Puss and Will have no place here. She sings a soundless green
song to the peace that is hers.
"Capsule, dear, to help you sleep. Come on. Gran, open up, I haven't got
all night."
It seems that they do much towards invading her world. But they, poor souls
who dwell on the fringe knowing nothing, will someday learn.
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Mary Hatherley

The Vatcuf c^ tUf. ChaHe^J

Like many healthy people, Mr Charters was upset by suffering. He avoided sickrooms and never looked too closely at accidents. The combination of seeing a
television documentary and the noisiness of his colleague, Jim Bates, brought
home to him his own vulnerability.
"Say, that's a nasty thing on your neck," Jim commented, as they bent over
a file. "What is it, Alf?"
"Only a mole," Mr Charters said, rather testily, because lately the wretched
thing had been worrying him.
"Did you see 'Stitch in Time' on telly?" Jim asked, concerned. "They mentioned moles."
As a matter of fact, Mr Charters had seen the programme. It had planted
the first seed of worry in his mind.
"They always dramatise things," he said crossly. "Exaggerate for effect."
"Oh, I don't knnw," Jim said, warming to an argument. "At your age you
can't be too careful."
Mr Charters felt a Uttle hurt about this reference to his age. Jim was, after
all, only five years his junior.
"Tell you what," Jim said briskly, "I'm playing golf tomorrow with Butterknife. Capital chap. Plays at par. Shall I ask him to look at it?"
"Oh, don't let's make a mountain out of a molehiU," Charters said.
"Now, there's a terrible pun," Jim laughed. "Think about it anyway."
Somehow over the next few days Mr Charters lost his usual enthusiasm for
work. The little seed of doubt grew and flourished. Rather sheepishly he finally
told Jim he would see Mr Butterknife.
Sitting in the surgeon's waiting room, surrounded by dog-eared magazines and
withdrawn strangers, he berated himself for unnecessary panic. A surgeon had
more important things to deal with, he told himself severely, than an insignificant
mole.
On entering the consulting room, however, it soon became apparent that Mr
Butterknife had every intention of treating him seriously. The surgeon proved
to be a fair, immaculate young man, with an almost frightening air of efficiency.
Touching the mole gingerly with one finger he nodded.
"Papilloma! Benign, Mr Charters, harmless. We'll nick it out under a local."
20
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"If it's harmless," Mr Charters protested timidly, "why not leave it alone?"
"Oh come, come my dear sir," Mr Butterknife said impatiently, as though
Mr Charters were behaving in the worst possible taste, "ugly thing to carry
around. As Bates is a friend, I'll reduce my fee."
Mr Charters gulped, "But really . . ."
"Fine. That's settled then. Report to City Hospital tomorrow. About eight
in the morning."
That night, in the boarding house, Mr Charters toyed with Mrs Jefferies'
Chicken Maryland. The strawberries and scalded cream were as sawdust in his
mouth. After dinner, he considered retreating to his room, but feared that this
aberration in behaviour might attract curiosity. He sat in an overstuffed chair,
sunk in profound gloom, through an hour of wrestling, while Skull Murphy
toyed with his opponent and Killer Kalowsky demonstrated his claw hold. He
brooded while the elderly Mrs Stevens moaned delight, the desiccated Miss Jones
glared her disapproval of hair-pulling, and the neurotic Mr Taylor snorted from
time to time.
"Bunkum! All rigged! Ought to get an Oscar for acting!"
"I don't know what you all see in it," Mrs Jefferies said at last, switching
off the set. "Now, who's for supper?"
"Mr Charters," Mrs Stevens ventured, as she accepted a cup of hot milk, "I
wonder if I could ask you a favour?"
Mr Charters returned unwillingly from a remote plane of anxiety.
"I beg your pardon?"
"I wonder if you'd mind dropping my dry-cleaning off on the way to the
oflSce tomorrow?"
"I'm sorry. I shan't be going to the office."
Immediately he regretted his unguarded words. Five pairs of eyes swivelled
towards him. Mr Charters had not missed a day's work since living at the
boarding house.
"Are you unwell, Mr Charters?" Mrs Jefferies finally ventured.
Mr Charters felt as though he were hanging over a precipice; at any moment
he would plunge into a pit of morbid interrogation. He vainly cast about for
a plausible explanation and finally said weakly:
"I have to undergo a slight operation."
"Oh, dear," Miss Jones said in quick sympathy. "How unpleasant for you."
Mrs Stevens brightened, scenting an opportunity to present the finer details of
her gall-bladder operation, while Mr Taylor glared resentfully. As a chronic
heart sufferer, in this closed circle he had hitherto dominated clinical interest.
"What sort of operation?"
"Just a mole," Mr Charters said, apologetically.
"I knew a woman had a mole removed," Mrs Stevens contributed unexpectedly.
"In six months she was dead and in her box."
"Nonsense!" Miss Jones snapped. "How you exaggerate."
"Come to think of it," Mr Taylor weighed in grudgingly, putting drama perfore
personal pique, "there was a bloke in the Army. Took his leg off they did, but it
wasn't any use. I always say, once they use the knife you've had it."
He settled back, patently thankful that he suffered nothing more ominous than
a faltering heart.
"Now that's enough of that sort of talk," Mrs Jefferies took command of the
situation, "I'm sure you've got nothing to worry about, Mr Charters. It's wonderful what they do these days. Have you got a clean shirt?"
She compounded her kindness next morning by insisting he eat a large breakfast, despite Miss Jones's doubts about the wisdom of food before an anaesthetic.
"If they'd have wanted him to fast they'd have said so," Mrs Jefferies said
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firmly and, indeed, Mr Charters did feel better for a plateful of bacon and eggs
as he made his way unwiUingly to the hospital, still plotting a last-minute retreat.
A young sister, who made Mr Charters feel nostalgic for his lost youth, led
him to a dressing room and instructed him to strip to the waist and put on a
gown. It wasn't until she returned and took away his shoes that Mr Charters
trembUngly accepted the fact that there would be no escape. In a state bordering
on shock, he entered the theatre.
Light bathed the big room in shadowless brilliance. He saw several people
swathed in caps, masks, gowns and gloves, acolytes to the high altar of the
operating table, which stood narrow and uncompromising in the centre of the
room. Towards this, Mr Charters moved numbly. He climbed upon it awkwardly,
assisted by hands which laid hold of him and rolled him over onto his stomach.
A pillow was placed under his chest. His face hung over a hollow, at the bottom
of which was a rubber sheet covered by plastic. A drape was placed over his
head, cutting off the light, and his breathing became more restricted. He wriggled
furtively, trying to establish a comfortable position, and the hands holding him
steeled.
"Now, you mustn't move, Mr Charters!"
He muttered an apology, which he realised they probably wouldn't hear, and
studied the small environment in which he would now be a prisoner until they
had done with him. He gritted his teeth and waited for the pain. Above him
they were whispering. This was followed by a brief silence, then he a felt a
sensation of coldness as spirit was swabbed over his neck. There was a further
silence, the tinkling of instruments in a steel dish, and a sudden sense of getting
down to business. Mr Charters grew rigid.
"Just a few pricks, old chap," he heard the muffled voice of Mr Butterknife,
"then you won't feel anything."
His flesh crawled as a needle pierced it. Fluid spread into his tissues. The
nerves of his body followed the arc of the needle, registering a semi-circle of
liquid fire. There was a further silence, a hiatus of action. Mr Charters began
to pant softly; his heart pounded against the wall of his chest like the sea beating
on a rocky beach.
"Feel that, Mr Charters?"
He grunted dissent. There was a soft tugging and he knew that his flesh was
being opened and peeled back. There was no pain, only a sensation of probing
and an unpleasant pressure from instruments fastened on his neck. Curiously, his
main reaction was now humiliation, that he should be lying thus indecently
exposed to strange eyes, his raw flesh vulnerable, and that Mr Butterknife's
fingers should be prying shamelessly amongst his nerves and sinews and tendons,
stripped of their decent crust of skin.
"Get it over with," his mind begged silently, wanting to shout loudly his outrage. "Hurry up in the name of aU that's decent and get it over with!"
Then he felt a tugging against resistance and a burrowing that was without
hurting. lUogically he grew angry, defensive for this inoffensive piece of flesh,
which had been part of him for so long, and which Mr Butterknife was now
encircling, uprooting and severing from life.
Light blinded his eyes and Mr Butterknife's face materialised in sweaty
intimacy beside him.
"Alright, old chap?" he asked kindly.
Mr Charters nodded dumbly and the face disappeared. The surgeon's thigh
pressed against his shoulder. He felt weak. He was suffocating. This soft
fumbling had gone on long enough, it had gone on altogether too long! He
repressed an urge to whimper. If they didn't stop soon he'd pass out on them.
He took hold of himself, in an instinct of self-preservation. It was important
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that he shouldn't move while the knife moved delicately within him. He tried
desperately to fix his mind on something far removed, the way James Bond did
so excellently, when he was being tortured. But he was no James Bond.
"Forceps, Sister," Mr Butterknife said above him, then crossly, "that's a
buUnosed needle! Try again."
The hammering of his heart subsided and he heard little grunting sounds and
realised they came from Mr Butterknife. He was so astounded by this human
weakness that he became almost tranquil. He began to feel a strange affinity
for Mr Butterknife, as though he were in some way sharing with him a splendid
performance, becoming a partner in a technical masterpiece.
"Sutures, Sister," Mr Butterknife said, triumphantly. "Dressing."
The sheets were drawn back and his eyes focussed. He stared stupidly at his
left hand, from which a nurse was swabbing blood.
"There now, Mr Charters. It wasn't so bad, was it?"
He attempted a weak smile.
"A nice cup of coffee and a cigarette," Mr Butterknife said kindly, "and you'll
be as good as new. Come and see me next week. Who's next. Sister?"
Outside in the dressing room sat a little woman in a white gown. She wore
a mask and cap.
"Have you got a cigarette, please?' Mr Charters asked unsteadily, begging
for the first time in his life. He saw by a wall clock that his ordeal had lasted
an hour. She pulled out a pack. There were two cigarettes left. He took one
and she lit it for him.
"Is it very bad?" she asked timidly.
He looked at her more closely and saw that she was not a nurse, as he had
at first thought, but an old woman, dressed for the theatre, and that her feet
were bare. Her eyes were afraid.
"No," he said gently, "it doesn't hurt."
A nurse came and took her away and he sat down and finished the cigarette.
He felt a strange exhilaration, as though he had passed an immensely important
test of some kind and would never be quite the same again. Tonight, he thought,
pulling on his boots, he would be the doyen of the dinner table. Tomorrow he
would have something to tell Jim Bates.
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G. M. Glaskin

^mall W0I-14

He didn't know why, but instead of going direct to the cemetery something
compelled him to turn the car left, towards the ocean, and drive along the
beaches. Come to think of it, it was almost as though the car, quite automatically,
had made the decision for him. Perhaps it was because, for mid-winter, it was
such a glorious sunny day, so much more like spring than winter, or late autumn.
You could hardly believe that only yesterday there had been nearly a week of
storm, rain, hail; wind that ripped roofs away, and tore trees out by the roots.
It was even harder to beUeve that, before spring would come, there would be
more storms, much more wind and rain, cold- Winter and rough weather still
had more than a month to go before they could exhaust themselves.
But now—sunshine. Incredibly, it fell through the windscreen and into his
lap, not only warm but with a feeling of weight, substance—like, he was suddenly
reminded, when he had once driven back to the house from the fishermne's co-op
with a newspaper bundle of fish and chips hot in his lap. But that had been
when Edie was still aUve . . .
Is that why he had turned towards the ocean instead of going straight to the
cemetery?—because, so ironically, it had been on such a day, nearly seven years
ago now, when she had been buried? The day she had died had been appropriate
enough—^grey, drizzling, dank—so synonymous with death. But two days later,
when she was buried, it had ben like a slap in the face to have the wind stilled,
the clouds gone, and the sun warm and titillating as in the first days of spring.
It had seemed somehow, so callously irreverent, ahnost a blasphemy—but this
time a blasphemy perpetrated by God. If there was one . . .
And of course, he remembered, there was that other factor which might have
impelled him to go to the ocean—winter or no, Edie had loved to swim on days
like this, even when she could hardly bear the pain any longer of the cancer which
had killed her.
"The chill of the water," he remembered her saying, "seems to help. Unless"
—and she had smiled; he could still see that sad-sweet Uttle smile of hers, half
humour, half suffering—"unless the shock of the water stops me from feeling the
pain for a while."
Streets of suburban houses, dreary as rows of interminable asterisks.
In those winter days, while he was at the office. Joss at university, Marie at
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school, both married now, both married and living lives of their own—in those
winter days, Edie had used to go swimming, alone mostly, sometimes with her
sister, at the beach down near the harbour, whatever it was called. Port Beach.
About the ugliest of them all, he reckoned, with the long mole of jumbled
rocks to the south; the harbour with its mess of cranes, sheds, ships' masts and
funnels; and, behind, a great gaggle of petrol-storage tanks; further around, the
railway marshalling yards. Man's treatment of his surroundings; a beach white as
lint, and sand almost as soft. The mole, she had once explained to him, provided
sheltered water to swim in, and sheltered the beach itself from the southerly
winds. She'd known how to enjoy life, all right, Edie had. Was that why she'd
been robbed of it, long before she'd turned fifty?
But then, here he was, before he'd reaUzed it, down at the very beach where
she had used to swim, winters, on days like this. And, as automatically as he
had turned towards the ocean in the first place, he slowed the car and turned
to park it nose-in to the low sea-wall. He got out.
Placid today, the sea was, stretching away green and, at the horizon, a sort
of washed out green-grey-and-blue colour; but not blue at all, not at all the dark
blue, almost black, it could be some days. Even the sky seemed a pale parody
of itself. Perhaps both were exhausted, after their past violence. Now they just
stretched away, placid; and you could easily understand how early man had once
believed the world to be flat, or without end. What was it, five thousand miles
of ocean to South Africa? He couldn't help himself; he stared at those miles
confronting him so relentlessly, just as the years confronted him now, without
Edie—even without the kids, when you came to consider it, now that they had
both grown up and married. Dinner one night a week with one, the next week
with the other. Were they as tired of the arrangement, the duty, as he was? But
he supposed none of them would ever say so; he certainly wouldn't. And afterwards, always, only the empty house to return to. He wondered, for how many
years?
Where was he? He must have left the car and walked through the sand-hills,
what was left of them. Salt-bush and reeds dragged at his trousers. Then there
was a sudden dip in the sand-hills before him and he'd almost stumbled, fallen
down it. The ocean, and the years before him, taunted as though with deliberate
malice. Why had he come here? What on earth had got into him- It was worse
—much worse—than just going to the cemetery. At least the cleaning of her
grave, throwing out the dead flowers reeking with decay, replacing them with
fresh ones—but not those hideous plastic atrocities people used nowadays, for
both the living and the dead—at least busying himself v/ith her grave kept him
from thinking about her too much, of what might still have been. There—there
it was again, like an old wound opening up. The loneUness. Better go back and
stick to his usual routine, Sunday afternoons . . .
"For God's sake, mister—"
Lord, how he jumped!
"—will yer take yer foot off of me hand?"
And again he jumped, backwards, from the man's face—a beard, hair wild,
pale watery blue eyes all red and raw at the rims, blistered lips—gazing so hopelessly up at him from down on the ground.
He said: "Good God! What on earth are you doing there?" Then immediately
he felt embarrassed, absurd. Why shouldn't the man be there, sun-bathing
perhaps, on an afternoon like this, sheltered from the wind in the hollow where
he was lying. Or was he hiding?—he looked so furtive. But what a derelict the
man was. Filthy. Clothes torn—what he had of them. Boots with the soles
flapping, holes in them an egg could pass through. But what was the worst shock
of all, he was little more than thirty by the look of him; though the state he
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was in, he looked much more like fifty. How did they sink so low? Drink?
Drugs? Or just bloody laziness . . .
"Thanks," the main said, and, wincing, rubbed at his hand on which, plain as
a burn, was the heel-mark from his shoe.
He heard himself say: "Oh I'm—I'm so sorry." And how trite, how ineffectual
it sounded. "I—I didn't know I was—standing on your hand. I'm very sorry.
Can I do something—to help? Why on earth didn't you say something earlier?"
"Mister, I didn't want to, tiU I had to."
He was foreign. A migrant, a new Australian. There might be much of the
Australian in his accent, but there was so much more from some other country.
"Didn't want to! Why on earth not?"
"Mister, will you please go away? Please? Will you please leave me alone
and go away?"
His first impulse was to make some indignant retort; but there was something
in the man's eyes—pleading perhaps? despair?—that stopped him. Instead, he
said again:
"Why didn't you say something before? I mean, about me standing on your
hand."
"I—I was hoping not to . . ."
"But—but didn't it hurt?"
He thought of his weight—thirteen stone. Even with the soft sand underneath
to cushion the pressure a little, it must still have been painful.
And: "Of course it hurt!" the main said, reproachfully, still rubbing his hand
and clenching and unclenching his fingers. They were thick heavy fingers, strong;
they had seen a lot of hard work, he decided.
"Then why didn't you say something?"
Again there was only the man's hopeless indifference, almost as though it no
longer mattered, or even concerned him.
"Please, mister," the man said, "will you just go away? Leave me alone?"
He couldn't help himself; he said: "You're hiding from someone." And even
to his own ears it sounded like an accusation.
The man didn't reply. Instead, he turned his red-rimmed, pale watery blue
eyes towards the pale watery blue ocean. Enormous distances seemed reflected
in those eyes of his, both inwards and beyond horizons. He still didn't reply.
And so he said again:
"You are hiding from someone, aren't you."
After a moment, "Yes," the man said; and even then it was grudgingly.
"From who?"
"Everybody. Anybody."
"Everybody? But why?"
"I want to get away."
"Away? Where?"
But once again the man didn't reply. Instead he merely raised himself slightly
from the ground to gesture with one weary hand beyond the ocean. The hand
was the one that he himself had stood on; the mark was fading a little, but could
still clearly be seen. And the hand was burnt a deep brown from the sun. But
what sun? How was that possible, mid-winter? He had only to look at the pale
flesh of his own hands for comparison; and heaven knows he spent as much time
as he could out-doors in the garden—Edie's garden—if only to pass time away.
"Where do you want to go?" he couldn't help himself from persisting; there
was something unnerving, something terrible in the man's manner, they way he sat
crouched there, and in the dry croak of his voice.
But then, suddenly, the reply at last came. And it was only the one word.
"Home."
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It was then his own turn to be silent for a while. He felt Uke a trespasser; even
the sight of the man's hand, again resting now on the white beach-sand in the
hollow, seemed to accuse him, but not merely for having stood on it. For some
reason or other, he felt the acute discomfort of an intruder. Yet he couldn't
move away. Curiosity had built up too much in him now.
"Home? And where's that?"
"Does it matter?"
Why did every word the man said make him feel rebuffed?
"Well, I do have a car," he said; and absurdly it sounded almost Uke an
apology. "I can drive you home, if you like. If it's not too far away."
"It is too far away."
"Where?" He just wasn't going to be rebuffed.
The man turned from gazing at the ocean to confront him again. How those
eyes of his accused! Could anything accuse like eyes did?
"Yugoslavia," the main said, so quietly he almost didn't hear. But he had
heard. He'd been right about the accent.
"I see. You're fed up with this country, you want to go home."
"No, I'm not fed up with it. I Uke it, all right. But I do want to go home."
"But why?"
"It's—it's too long a story."
"Oh come now! Maybe I can help?"
But then it suddenly occurred to him: the man might be an escaped convict,
a criminal. Hadn't he thought at the very beginning that there was something
furtive about him? But at the same time, hadn't he also tried to make himself
more tolerant, since Edie's death?
Again the man's eyes confronted his own, the accusation piercing.
"Would you give me four—five hundred dollars?"
He didn't know what to say to that. But evidently the man expected such a
reaction.
"No, don't worry yourself, mister. Nobody would. Nobody. But that's what
it costs—to get me home again."
"I see. But if you like it here, why do you want to go?"
"I have a girl there. I haven't seen her since—since I left, thirteen years ago."
And the last words fell like an avalanche between them. Thirteen years!
Thir—teen! His own separation was still only seven. But on the other hand, his
separation was permanent, eternal, between Edie and him. Nothing could end
it, ever; it was so irrevocable. All the same, thirteen years . . . and, by the look
of the man, thirteen of the best years of their lives, if he was still in his thirties
as he looked. And suddenly the whole appalling waste descended upon him.
Thirteen years . . .
"An unlucky number, eh mister?" the man said quietly. And was that some
kind of a smile on those bUstered lips, between beard and moustache?
"But if you do Uke it here, why don't you bring her out here too?"
"She can't come. After I left, she had an accident. She's—she's a cripple,
now. This country doesn't want her."
"Couldn't you save the money to bring her out here yourself?"
Again the man looked at him, and again his eyes accused; but this time it was
as though he was an imbecile. Patronizingly, as though talking to a child, the
main said:
"If I could have saved that much money, mister, I wouldn't be here now.
Well, would I? I'd be"—and again his hand moved in the tired, the familiar
gesture—"on one of those ships there, getting back to her."
"You don't have enough money?" And of course the question was absurd;
you had only to look at the man's appearance, even if he hadn't said a word.
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Both hands opened, palms upwards. The flesh was calloused and blistered.
"I don't have a penny, mister. Not a penny "
"Nothing at all?"
"Nothing."
For a moment, he could only stare. Then, automatically, he reached for his
wallet. When he looked at the man again, those eyes were still confronting his
own, still accusing. But this time they seemed somehow bemused a little.
"You've got four, five hundred dollars on you?" the man asked, incredibly.
"Good God, no!"
From still half-lying on the ground, the man made the nearest possible gesture
to a shrug.
"Nothing less will do, mister," he said quietly.
"But—"
"What could I do with it? All I want is my fare. Otherwise . . ."
"Otherwise?"
"I'll have to do without it."
"What—what'U you do?"
"Stow away, of course."
It was almost a relief, hearing something at last that almost approached the
practical.
"Ah! So that's why you're down here—to be near the harbour."
"What else?"
"Is there a ship in? I mean, one that'll take you to Yugoslavia?"
He had only a vague idea of where Yugoslavia was, and even then he might
have it confused with Czechoslovakia.
"A Greek ship, going to Piraeus."
Oh Lord, where on earth was that? Somewhere near Athens, perhaps?
"Can you get from there to—wherever your home is?"
"Of course."
"How?"
"Walk—once I'm on land again."
"I see." What else could he say? "And if they catch you?"
Again the man made the nearest possible gesture to a shrug.
"They'U put me in gaol again, I guess."
"Again?"
"I've already been in twice."
"For stowing away?"
"Yes."
"From here, in Fremantle?"
"Last time from Darwin."
"But good Lord! That's over two thousand miles away! How did you get
from there to here?"
"Flew some of the way. Walked the rest."
"Flew? Why didn't you fly all the way, then? And where did you get the
fare?"
"I didn't need one. If you must know, mister, I was the one that stole that
plane from that cattle-station, up north. But then—"
"Yes?"
"It ran out of petrol."
"Where?"
"In the desert."
"And you walked the rest of the way?"
"What else? No petrol in the plane, no money in my pocket, I just had to
walk, mister."
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"How—how far?" He remembered the worn soles, the holes in them.
"Five, six hundred miles. I don't know."
"My God'!
Again the man looked up at him with that half twist of a smile of his.
"That's not so far, mister. Not when it's, what?—another nine, ten thousand
miles I've got to do, somehow or other. And to think," the man added; and there
was that twist of a smile again, "some people call it a small world . . ."
And it was then, suddenly, that the terrible heaviness of sorrow fell on him,
while he stood there, looking down on the man. It was as though he had seen
it all for the first time—thirteen years, nine or ten thousand miles, all that ocean,
not a penny—and a love still alive, though it might now be crippled, on the other
side of the world. At least there was a finality between Edie and himself; and
eventually he too would die. But this man, his girl? Still knowing each was
alive, but so far away. Oh God, the horror, the hopelessness of it . . .
"I'm sorry," he said at last, "I haven't got the money. But if you can wait,
I'U sell my car."
The man looked up at him again; but this time there was no smile, no
accusation. If anything, there might even have been the first glimmer of hope.
But it was soon gone again. The man slumped his shoulders.
"I can't," the man said. And again there was that hopeless quiet in his voice.
"Can't wait?"
"No."
"But why ever not?"
"They'd catch me again—the police. They'd only put me back in gaol again."
"What for?"
"Being a—what do you call it?—a vagrant? Having no money, anyway."
"I'll give you some. You can come and live with me, till I can get the money
for your fare."
"They'd still put me in gaol."
"What for?"
"Stealing that plane. It's a wreck now, I'm afraid—somewhere out in the
desert."
Neither of them said anything. What was there to say? Then he did think
of something.
"I could go to the bank tomorrow. It's closed today, Sunday."
"Too late, mister. The ship sails tonight. God knows when there'll be another.
They'd be sure to catch me by then. No, I've got to stay here till it's dark, then
get myself on that ship."
"If they find you on board, they'll only send you back again."
"I know."
"Then?"
"What else can I do, mister—while there's still breath in my body. What else
can I do? You tell me! What else? . . ."
And there was no answer to that either.
"If she were dead," the main said suddenly, yet still quietly, "then at least I
could die too . . ."
What on earth could you say? But then, thank God, something else did occur
to him.
"How long is it since you've eaten?"
"Three, four days. I don't remember."
"Good God! You must be starving."
"Not for food, mister—not for food."
"Had anything to drink?"
"Eary this morning. Some water. From a tap up there." And the hand he
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had stood on jerked a thumb towards the beach buildings beyond the sand-hills.
"I—I'll go and buy something. Bring it back to you."
"I'd Uke that. Thanks, mister."
"Will you wait?"
"Like I told you—till it's dark."
He hesitated for a moment, still dismayed at the man's seeming indifference.
"I'll be back before then." And he hurried, almost ran, back to his car.
He bought fish and chips, a hamburger and a squashy mess of a custard pie,
a bottle of soft drink—and he was back in just under twenty-five minutes.
The man was still there, but he was no longer alone. There were the four—
no, five—policemen, unmistakeable even in plain clothes, and the two police dogs
on leashes. All he could do was stand there with his newspaper parcels in either
hand, with the noise of the dogs in his ears, and with the awful hopelessness of
his misery, while he wached the man being led, shambling, shoulders drooping,
out of the sand-hills and over to the police wagon on the beach road. Behind
the wagon, the masts of the ships in harbour rose stiff as porcupine spines, and
about as defiantly. He wondered which of them might have belonged to the
Greek ship.
When the poUce wagon with the five policemen, the two poUce dogs, and the
man from Yugoslavia finally drove away, he couldn't think of anything else to
do but walk down to the water's edge, lapping so complacently at the indifferent
shore. Around him, seagulls wailed, eyeing his parcels.
And then suddenly he couldn't help himself and he sobbed and shrieked on the
beach as he had never yet grieved for Edie and hurled the parcels at the seagulls
and watched the paper wrappings fly open and the food fall free into the water
where the seagulls fought and screamed over it in the fading sunset that had
strewn the sea, now, with what looked so much like blood. Then, slowly,
exhausted, sobbing only quietly to himself now, he let himself sink down and
didn't even care when the water washed up around his feet, wetting his shoes, his
socks, the cuffs of his trousers.
"Oh Jesus, Edie," he heard himself saying. "Oh Jesus, Jesus!" . . .
And then he remembered—it was the first Sunday in seven years that he had
missed going to her grave.
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Helen Hunt

tHU^ Catf oil

Miss Carroll pushed back the curtains and looked out. She looked out every
morning from six o'clock until five past when the milkman left the bottle of
milk on the mat. It was the way she started every day. She looked out to see
what the weather was like so she could decide what to wear, sometimes she was
so busy deciding, that she didn't even see the city buildings; and she could easily
see them from her flat on the sixth floor, if she looked.
This morning she couldn't see them, they were shrouded in mist. She Uked
mist; and rain. They blunted and softened things, not like in the summer time
when the sun glared from a hard blue sky and starkly revealed everything.
The jade skirt, black jumper, get out the jade beads . . . she couldn't remember
who had given them to her; she didn't want to remember, it was time for the
milkman to come. Nice to think that he worked to a routine too, but he probably had to, she didn't. She could do as she liked, get up when she wanted to,
she knew that. Black stockings. But it was better to keep to her routine, it meant
she always had something to do next, she never had time to think. She must get
green shoes . . . one day when she wasn't so tired, she would. Grey overcoat.
The milkman was late. She boiled the water for the cup of tea, then stood
by the sink, waiting. Ten past! He was really going to upset her routine. Then
she heard him, bottles clinking, coming along the corridor. She couldn't say
anything to him of course, he had probably been held up somewhere, but he
was late, ten minutes late! She opened the door in his face when she heard him
outside.
"I have been waiting for you," she heard herself say.
"WeU 'ere I am Miss," he said. He handed her the milk-bottle and slowly
he winked. She closed the door sharply. It served her right for saying anything!
But surely she couldn't look all right at six o'clock in the morning, straight out
of bed! She moved to the little mirror still hanging over the sink. Funny! She
didn't look too bad . . . hair passable . . . no bags under the eyes . . . no one
would guess she was nearly forty. . . . Sometimes they had started that way . . .
a wink; she didn't have time, didn't she know she was late already? Time for
the news and she hadn't made the cup of tea. She turned on the radio. That
milkman had set her back, put her routine back and it was Monday and she
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had to go to work. She drank the cup of tea standing by the sink, smoked a
cigarette, then she put the water on to boil for her egg.
She always had a boiled egg, one slice of toast and a cup of coffee for
breakfast, it was easy and didn't make much washing up. At week-ends though
she could have anything she fancied, why one week-end not long ago she had
bought bacon. She remembered she was going to have bacon and eggs and percolated coffee, but something had happened . . . she had ended up eating the bacon
at tea time, she remembered that!
Wash up. If she hurried she might catch up on the time. The shower. Get
dressed. She would have to wear black shoes, she had seen the green shoes in
the shops; she would get a pair sometime . . .
She had to tidy the flat, she couldn't leave it untidy with anything out of
place. She had caught up some of the time. Silly to feel put out over a few
minutes when she varied the routine herself. Why, she had walked around the
shops after work, once, recently, she had seen the green shoes, and she could
do it any time she wanted to.
She was only four minutes late getting into the lift to go down, but she had to
run to catch the bus, it was a bit earlier than it should have been and she was a
bit later. Luckily the conductor waited for her or she might have missed it. She
sat down in 'her' seat behind the driver with relief, even though she was out of
breath, she was back to her routine. She took out a cigarette and lit it.
Then the conductor came along. "You nearly own this seat Miss, don't you?"
he said with a smirk as he handed her the change and her ticket; dirty fingers in
her palm. He stood there close beside her, started to whistle softly between his
teeth. Miss Carroll drew on her cigarette. She didn't mind if others sat in 'her'
seat, they weren't to know that it was 'hers'. Why didn't he move away? Whistle
somewhere else . . . What was he whistling? . . . Reminded her of the time . . .
you can't remember; you don't want to remember. She dropped the rest of the
cigarette on the floor and ground it under her foot. Thank god! He had moved
away, down the aisle.
Miss Carroll got out the front door of the bus and walked straight into the
office building, up the stairs. She relaxed. She could relax at work, she who was
head of the typing pool and she had plenty to do, she never had a moment to
think.
She was on good terms with the girls in the pool, she expected them to call her
Miss Carroll of course, but that morning she only had time for a brief chat with
each girl as they came for their work, because there was so much work to be got
through. There was the new girl too. She would have to pick out something easy
for her until she got into the way of their office otherwise it would all come back
in for re-typing. Miss Carroll flicked through the reports and letters. The new
girl was watching, suddenly she said, "Could I have a different sort today please?
The ones I had last week were too easy".
Miss CaroU was always kind to new girls, she always helped them settle in
happily, but she heard herself saying severely, "In that case you shall have the
same sort again today to make sure about that, and in future you will take whatever you are given without comment. You understand?"
"All right," the girl said mildly. "I don't really mind."
Miss Carroll fumbled for a cigarette as she watched the girl walk away. It
was the morning she had had, she knew that was what it was otherwise she
would not have said that to the girl. But couldn't the girl see that she spent hours
every day soothing people about typing errors, re-typing things herself! And she
was tired of it, tired! She started to type. And even if she checked through all
the work, not just the work of the new girls, some of the men persisted in finding
trifling mistakes all the time! Like Mr Perdue. Most days he would come in.
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She would find him standing beside her with a letter or a report, most days.
Everyone seemed to have a flair for typing things wrong in Mr Perdue's work.
Miss Carroll leaned back in her chair to finish her cigarette, then squash it into
the ash-tray. He was never annoyed, that was something, he never even seemed
to be in a hurry. Often he would settle his great hulk into the chair beside her
desk and pull out his pipe. She had to re-type of course, but he would puff away
serenely while she did it, then sit there and check it all afterwards, usually.
So it was no surprise that afternoon when Mr Perdue came in, but it was a
surprise, a Shock really when instead of taking the report she had re-typed and
checking it, he took it and didn't even look at it. He loked at her and said, "Miss
Carroll, would you care to come out to dinner one evening?"
It took her several seconds to reaUze what he had said. Then she said, "Oh
thank you". Thinking of the quickest way to get him out of the room.
"Would Thursday evening be convenient for you?"
"Fine thank you," she said.
"Thank you," he said.
She put her thumb nails exactly together and looked at them until she heard
the door sigh shut behind him. A great silence seemed to have settled over the
typing pool, but the machines were still rattling away when she made herself
listen. She started to type, automatically.
She had relaxed too much, that was the trouble! She had ceased to think of
them as men in the office. She had relaxed too much. And she was too tired,
ever since she had been sick she had been too tired. She had been on her guard
but she must have relaxed. She couldn't! It was easier the way it was now, at
least she wasn't ending up hurt all the time. She couldn't let that start again.
She had drifted into it. With the flat. Nice to invite them up for a drink.
She couldn't help it if they wanted to stay. And stay. Stay the night. The next
night. She couldn't help it. She couldn't kick them out. All right! She was
weak, but she couldn't. And aU along she had thought that the next one would
be different, he would want to make it permanent. But he never did. Long before
she had been sick she had realized that he never would, that all of them were
shrugging her off when it suited them. So it was better the way it was now, she
had made another way of life, had got herself into a routine, and why should
she end up hurt aU the time anyway?
She stopped typing and lit herself a cigarette. She had only accepted Mr
Perdue's invitation to get him out of the room. She had no intention of going.
She would send up word that she had 'overlooked a prior engagement'. She
couldn't! Not drifting, hoping, being hurt again. She was so tired anyway.
That afternoon Miss Carroll was late telling the girls to knock off work and she
nearly missed her bus home. It wouldn't have mattered if she had, because she
forgot to look at her watch as she went into her flat.
The girls in the pool knew about it. They were talking about it the next
morning when she walked in, but it didn't bother her, she wasn't having anything
to do with Mr Perdue, he was fat and really she had never looked at him to see
what else he was. But she did glance briefly at him when he brought in a letter
later on that day. The family man; wife troubles; she had seen it before; she
would soothe him for a little while, help him forget . . . She was on guard as
he discussed the letter with her. But as he was leaving he said, "I know your
address. Flat 64. I'll call for you about six-thirty".
She was so surprised he knew her address that she looked straight at him and
then she was unable to say anything because she saw that he was kind. He was
kind! It was in his eyes. He had gone before she recovered. But she must tell
him that she couldn't go she would invent a meeting with a sick mother she was
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already going out she must not go it would be worse than ever thinking him kind
and finding him Uke the rest.
But the next day she told hhn nothing, she found she was looking straight
at him seeking to see the kindness in his eyes and her mind wandered. She didn t
say anything but, " 'Bye Mr Perdue".
Thursday. She woke before six o'clock. It was cold, too cold to get up. It
would be easy to drift again. To accept the bitterness. And the happiness.
Perhaps it would be different this time.
MiUc already. She didn't want milk or tea or breakfast. She didn't want to
get up, go out and face the cold. Or anything. If she sent up a note, didn't see
the kindness she would be able to do it. She had to do it! She couldn't risk her
way of life now for what she knew was a fantasy. And she was too tired.
Don't go to work. Stay at home. The easy way out. It wouldn't depend on
her then. But if he came to the flat! No. He would take his wife or stay at
home and a good thing too. Anyway he was fat and no one liked fat men . . .
Perhaps he was kind. . . . Perhaps he wasn't married . . . Perhaps he wouldn't
hurt her.
She had to go to work. She made a cup of coffee and smoked a cigarette. The
cold outside the flats took her breath away, the icy wind shook her, pushed her
towards the bus stop. The bus was full, condensation streamed down the windows.
Miss Carroll swayed with the stacked bodies in the bus, feeUng, seeing nothing.
Miss Carroll relaxed as she went in the door of the office building. It was
warm inside and the bannister was smooth under her hand. Miss Carroll felt
young and warm as she sat at her desk. She gave out the work. She gave the
new girl something interesting to type and smiled at her. It would be easy to
drift again. She looked out of the window. She saw the snow as soon as it began
to fall, lightly it fell but did not settle. The telephone rang on her desk.
"Yes. Oh yes! Mr Perdue."
He was sorry, terrible bronchitis, unable to come in today. Sorry about tonight
too. Yes. Goodbye.
The snow fell, but Miss Carroll did not see it. Drift again or stick to her
present way of life? . . . What was the point of making any decision? . . . Everything happened by chance anyway . . .
It was dark by five o'clock and the snow had been washed away. Dark low
clouds, drizzle and the whiteness drifted away, was gone.
Miss Carroll felt tired, tired and old when she let herself into the flat. But she
made some tea and drank it. Smoked a cigarette. She tidied the flat and watched
the show on television. She went to bed.
She got up exactly at six o'clock the next morning and pushed back the
curtains. Five minutes to look out at the weather and decide what she was going
to wear. Five minutes, then she had to go on to the next job, get the milk in,
make the tea. Sometime she would get those green shoes, when she wasn't so
tired . . . The milkman was on time. She waited until he had gone, then she
got in the bottle of milk and made the tea.
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PORTRAIT OF CAPTAIN LOGAN
Commandant, Moreton Bay Penal Settlement 1826 - 1830
(for Chris Wallace-Crabbe)

"Captain Bishop, my dear, is an estimable fool.
Look at this settlement—nothing at all done,
nothing attempted. I can see aUeady
where ropes can be tightened and the slack drawn in:
I'll trim it, now that Moreton Bay
is mine." The one candle in the room
is a flying-post; out of the close night
without relief the victim insects swarm.
Mrs Logan rubs her swollen ankles
under the talkative linen of her petticoats,
nodding her head. "My dear, you look pale again—
I hope that you'll not plague us with false starts
this child. You must overseer your health up here,
being alone." He kisses her, sealing the reproof.
"Though from what I gauge of Bishop, we may
account ourselves well placed to have a roof.
Regrettable, you lying-in, just at this time.
But be a soldier, woman. The doctor here
is blunt and gruff, a rum chirurgeon,
no lady's midwife; yet better than none, my dear,
should need arise." The upright chair is uncomfortable;
her husband slaps at a mosquito suddenly
and licks the blood from his wrist. "These midges eat us
whole." She gropes for the expected words to say;
but her language falters. Everywhere she is haunted
by contracting images of violent energy.
II
Reports worry the captain. Forms and Usts
and schedules for files of the Colonial Secretary.
Logan bites his quill and stares at the work
urgent to do outside—a new Infirmary
and the stone gaol that must be started on
approval or no from Darling or Macleay.
The land is good, raw sugar and tobacco
at a convict rate: what does his Excellency say?
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Pah! but this is a settlement of isolation;
a settlement for isolation. Let them write
their missals and requests in Sydney. U p here he is God
and damn their ninny regulations ". . . let
no convict receive more than fifty lashes . . ."
why, his Regiment would give that much
to a raw recruit for fumbling with his musket.
There is only one sure way to teach
the likes of chattel-men. Meanwhile, there must remain
the unavoidable letters to superiors:
"Request that prompt relief and recognition
follow to those convict volunteers
who established settlement in hopes of some
remission. They appear to have been forgotten."
This is his one code, his only lesson:
impartiaUty is its own discipUne.
Ill
Thomas Prendergast slumps in the November sun,
there is a stench of blood and open ribbed meat
from shoulder, back, buttock, strengthened with pus
out of the inflamed scab not healed yet
after his June assignment with the triangle.
The captain swears. N o use; you cannot waste
the point upon unconscious backs—each stroke
must have its own flavour, its special taste.
A hundred to go. Full afternoon before
the job is finished. The curate comes snivelling.
"This is an old case; he'll see it out—in May
he took a hundred and then strutted past me grinning.
In June he did not so enjoy his fare.
This time might sober him." "But sir, he's still weak
from the dysentery." "Out from my feet, reverend—
if punishment offends you, go back to your womenfolk."
The strengthening breeze in the sticky afternoon
is fouled with the stench from the convict stores
where meat hangs out on an open verandah, riddled
with the larvae of indefatigable flies.
Logan slaps at one—it returns and returns
to the lure of stale blood on his chin.
"Will this lag never rouse?—look smart, overseer,
a bucket of water: I think he stirs again."
IV
To Captain Logan, commandant
of convicts, Moreton Bay—
acknowledgement is hereby made
for safe receipt this day
of lists of stocks and quantities
on Standard Schedule 'A'.
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However, sir, too often forms
are filled improperly—
for instance, under 'Ammunition.
rounds of, quantity'
the number ONLY is required;
in this case, 243.
P.S. Your lists of punishments
have come to hand also.
Thirteen thousand lashes in
one year is high; although
no doubt you know your job, at least,
so far as convicts go.

"There is a good astringency about a frost;
It reaches down and purges out the lungs."
Logan raises the tent-flap, laughing as the chill
lashes the others. Outside, the morning stings
with mountain-shadow. The peak shoulders above him:
Four days journey—well, it is theirs today.
One of the convicts comes with broth, and Eraser
notes his scarred ankles with some curiosity
while Cunningham shouts: "Jove! but I'm ravenous."
The white air mingles-in their breaths together.
"Look at this tor! There'll be a flagon of rum
for whoever scales the peak today—whether
he be captain, convict or citizen." Logan is almost
a young man, slapping his flanks in good unrest.
"What sort of lichen shall I bring back to you. Eraser,
from the summit?" Warmly, the young botanist
replies: "Perhaps I'd better choose, myself;
clambering up rocks is no new sport to me."
At three hundred feet they move into the sun,
wincing that light should strike so savagely.
The three convicts already glint with sweat
and promises, but dare not overtake
Logan, Eraser, Cunningham. They cannot see
from here the full dimension of the peak.
One thousand. Fifteen hundred feet. No climb
now, but scramble. Logan pushes ahead
not even pausing to look down and outwards
at the corporal foothills or parade-ground spread
of nondescript plain. "I'd swear to see your settlement
before too far" grunts Cunningham, "Look at that sight:
it is a map!" Shortly the party halts.
"It's Uke a fortress—see how this rock sheers out
and then upward—impossible for any man."
He drops his pack. "Well, I have as fine a point
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for observations as I need—your rum.
Captain, requues some monster or a giant
to bring it down." "No sir, this can be scaled.
Eraser? don't you agree." "You'U have me work,
sir, but you may be right." "I'll lead the way.
I have an old affinity for rock."
By noon Cunningham has made his notes.
One hour. One hour again. Somewhere above
Eraser clutches his breath with the dizzying neck
of the immense cleft rock, trying to nerve
his splayed fingers to a further griphold; his thigh
down to his knee is one black weeping burn.
"Logan. I'm stuck!" he hears his voice cry back
from the chasm. Logan does not even turn,
but his halloo rings from among impassive rock:
Come on man, come on. Five times the echo slaps
back upon itself, a catch of jeers.
How long until the least vibration stops?
Eraser is out of time. Eventually he tries
his stiff muscles, edging tightly down
till Cunningham might hear him: "Fetch some help,
I'm done." At last, on a place to stand again,
he loosens slowly. They return to camp.
White smoke smudges them to shadows. Logan is waiting.
"Ah, here you come—you are sluggish, gentlemen,
this twenty minutes past I've been expecting
your return. Climbing's a brisk discipUne."
The rock face sucks at the last juices of light
and then discards the useless rinded sun.
Logan's flint eyes scale the other men.
VI
Miss O'Beirne smiles with her busy hands
and catches her sister's eye: "Doctor Murray,
you must join in the prevailing passion
of the settlement—we're entranced completely
with pinning insects." Mrs Logan nods,
"My sister is right. I assure you, doctor, truly
there are some specimens are so exquisite
colour cannot contain their luminosity".
The sisters build into their panelled space
a necessary Drawing Room, a Government House
of practiced breeding. The young doctor is charmed,
examines their collections with good grace
and vows he will join the ladies in that pastime.
Eighteen feet by twelve is sufficient measurement
to hold their world and all its culture in
against the clangour of the expanding settlement.
38
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A convict servant-girl enters with tea things.
"You will ask the captain, Susan, will he come
and join us presently—he's in his study,
with the new reports. So much to busy him
that I fear, doctor, he somewhat neglects the graces."
"Your husband, my dear," says Miss O'Beirne, with tea,
"is completely a soldier and a gentleman,
as I'm sure the doctor (sugar, sir?) will agree."
A native spear is decorative on his wall
with studied impotence. Logan smokes a cigar
leisurely with his feet stretched up on his desk
before joining the ladies and his visitor.
As regards escapees from my settlement;
he licks over his words; no clemency.
They must be granted neither hope nor mercy:
If you would punish them, return them all to me.
VII
His horse comes in riderless. Three days, and they find
the remains of violence on the riverbank—
a spear; a stone club deep into the torn sand;
one broken stirrup. Under the bottlebrush
piled-up leaves and branches point to a mound
disturbed already by the native dogs.
One leg is exposed. Meat-ants scatter round.

THOMAS W. SHAPCOTT
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ORPHEUS AND EURYDICE
Words for singing

Chorus:

Truth is dead, Orpheus,
the truth you called Eurydice,
buried here in ageing bone
beneath the old hehnet earth,
shoveUed down with brutal force.
Pry in the mirror for her grave:
the witnessed mound, not yet decayed,
breathing still the breath of soil
to scatter fog on recognition.
Hurt by insight, you'll believe.

Orpheus:

Eurydice, hear!
for I am also lost.
My brain's collapsing fingers bind you.
So numbness edges up
to frighten rooted hair,
out toward the sensing beast.
Eurydice, dead?
But love of you wall all my song.
I can't accept such death.
Drain my blood,
press for Ufe through painful earth.
Forget that such escape
might gore my mind and crack my skuU.
When you emerge to Uve afresh
we'll one of us be whole.
(he breaks down)

Hermes:

Such love as yours the Gods reward;
enter the Innerworld and seek
your truth that they reclaimed for hell.
So, poet, let me feel your hand,
free from sight to be your guide.
Agree to one condition first
and you may find Eurydice
restored to your embracing art:
never to hold her face to face,
or in second death she shall be lost.
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Orpheus:

How cruel, for Gods to stoop
to skills of their corruptest men—
paring a fine point
on elemental spite.

Hermes:

Do you accept these terms?
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Orpheus:

I do.

Hermes:

So if you glance for love's acknowledgment . .

Orpheus:

I'll be guilty of her second murder too.

Chorus:

The gates of the Innerworld are eyes
are mouth and nostril, ear and nerve
that carry frequencies of day
to dark, that—humming thudding thick
with code—replies grotesqueries.
And here for his whole estabUshment
the Death King looms to plead his cause,
bribe confuse pray and threaten
obstruct lash-out spit and damn,
depraved and angry with dull content.

Orpheus: (Air) O that my heart could have known
(that my eyes could have searched their core)
how the outward was gauged by the inward,
all my motives corrupted before.
I defined the rich world by my vision,
I attacked our greedy estate;
but neglecting to analyse motives
defaulted from deeds to debate.
Now with the issue made clearer,
Eurydice shall be saved,
adventure be steered by my love,
persecution and ridicule braved.
But if only my heart could have known
(if my eyes could have searched their core)
that the outward was gauged by the inward,
I'd save saved my beloved before.
Hermes:

Learn your needs till purpose
is imprinted through your flesh.
The human, freed from self-deception,
may risk the Death King's corridor.
Once you've started, waste no time,
for indecision kills;
you'll meet no obstacle but fear.

Chorus:

Breast the pulsing torrent's hiss,
dodge where swift electric thoughts
shuttle and recompose and spark,
braving every fear forgotten
collide with lie and cowardice.
Orpheus, sink in living brain
to grip the truth you helped destroy.
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Hermes:

Orpheus come, and come Eurydice,
each one place a hand in mine;
let me feel your fingers lock,
conjunction speaks divinity.
But now, no longer separate,
knit to a final soUtude
you must navigate your common sea.

Eurydice:

So strange, so gentle! touch of love!
touch that sends regiven motion thrilUng
under this cowl of death.
Whoever wakes me, lead me out
to my old earth, to him
whose name has been my grave.

Chorus:

And the Death King dances brutishly after.

Eurydice:

Lightning (behind his eyes we spin):
a roll of eardrum thunder:
how pungently the universe collects
within these jutting caves before us:
our pressure grooves on tingUng skin.

Chorus:

And the Death King dances brutishly after.

Eurydice:

So you and he are one—
Orpheus the Dreamer.
0 motion of colour,
rhapsody of sound,
intimate aroma,
erotic touch to sooth
or wound; you're mine again.
My darling, kiss, grow calmer.

Chorus:

And the Death King dances brutishly after.

Orpheus:

Our pact is cruel. I love you still.
Forgive me for I've risked my suicide
by wandering that intense hell—
but they who joined us cursed my eyes
with some compulsive need to kill.

Eurydice:

Not if you smile with tenderness.
Now come and let me show my thanks.

Chorus:

The Death King dances brutishly after.

Orpheus:

Stop! You have to understand.
1 long to, yet I never can:
this in reunion is our loss.

Eurydice:

How marriage grants the power to mock!
Has Uving proved unreal as death?
And you—with courage to fetch me back—
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do you blench at threat of idle words?
Has your passion sagged to damp disUke?
Orpheus:

No more. For my heart is drowned in storms.

Chorus:

And the Death King's dancing stops.

Orpheus:

Have pity, am I not a human?
though even Gods forget, I am.
Eurydice, I can't refuse you.
(He looks. She faUs to the Death King's arms.)

Orpheus: (Air) If my instinct had matched my emotion,
if I'd been more poet, less man;
if wisdom had only completed
what art's discovery began!
Yet my body is suddenly old
for my courage was not just my own.
Eurydice, could we have lived
by the blindness of hands alone?
With love my pecuUar gift,
and truth a tyrannical thirst;
do the Gods aspire any higher?
are the damned more dreadfully cursed?
But if instinct had matched my emotion,
if I were more poet, less man;
wisdom may well have completed
what art's discovery began.
RODNEY
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RETURN TO TROY
Joyful was the voyage
back to Ithaca.
But no smoking hearth
was there on his return.
His eyes, dismayed.
The ancient castles saw
soft-sinking into sand.
What he'd left, no longer found;
Penelope seduced;
all trust dissolved.
Death there was and silence,
before him an abyss, behind a chasm.
Which the truth and which the lie,
the flight or the return?
Joyful was the voyage
back to Ithaca.
BeguiUng as a legend drawing
The homesick traveller.
Then, unexpected but insistent,
before him rose up Troy.
And once again his quest began.
NIKOS

NINOLAKIS

BLIND SHOOTING
Out on the hills aimless figures are moving about against a carpet of
luxuriant green and from slope to slope there echo the sounds of gunfire.
Unnatural and dangerous wander these diminished men. What law can govern
their wandering or direct their shooting?
Every once in a while the bUnd are brought out here for a jaunt in the
open air, are given the run of this property, shooting for whatever game
takes their fancy. Everywhere now glassy eyes are narrowing over the sights.
It's a great relaxation, a blessing for them all.
But what law, what reason, can govern their wayward fusillades?
What can you be afraid of? Listen to their cheerful shouting and laughter.
Since the landlord of these estates has foresight, nothing will go amiss.
CHRIS
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WALLACE-CRABBE
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STORIES
Let's have the good old stories.
Ones that we know.
They're the stories we want.
Claret-stains raddle the cloth
And we all lean forward
Ready to split our sides
As the punch-line rolls up again;
Good, genial tales
About the discomfort of friends:
The story of Nell and the snake.
Jack's glorious faux pas.
What happened to Sid on the beach
And that great old party favourite.
How Taffy and Sal were caught
In flagrante . . . what-do-you-call-it . . .
Up in the library stacks.
Well worn anecdotes
As smooth as river-bed stones
Make the evening go with a bang
As the wine flows round
And the world is exactly the same.
Nobody wants the discomfort
Of unfamiUar stories:
We wouldn't know where to laugh.
Let's have the old home truths.
CHRIS
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BLOODY HOPELESS
I saw a black dog, running, lost,
in the streets of the city.
Hopeless, bloody hopeless.
I saw a big man, on a big screen,
trying to put out a small war.
Hopeless, bloody hopeless.
I saw a bird perched on Matthew Flinders' shoulder
telling him to go back.
Hopeless, bloody hopeless.
I saw a SHELL sign
with the S missing,
and a place in the sun
and a shadow filling it,
and a kitten up a tree
and the world weeping,
and a million people trapped by their geography
and not a tear,
and an automat in a stone arcade where for ten cents
you can hold a real-as-life hand,
and a neon image of Our Lady of the Seven Dollars
that sheds fluorescent tears every feast-day,
and a Miss Australia sponsored by the Crippled Children's Society,
and a Miss Lovely Legs sponsored by the Limbless Soldiers' Association,
and a Miss Eye-Liner sponsored by the Blind Babies Institute,
and a sky full of angels, all armed,
and Jesus, on parole, being motioned to the kerb by a prowl-car,
and sixty-foot signs with the faces of athletes saying: LIVE
and Uttle people the colour of soot
swinging from the foot of the letter L, saying:
There must be a meaning to it somewhere . . .
BRUCE
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GENESIS
In the beginning God was dead
The verbal lava boiled and steamed
The molten verbs beginning shriek
In the beginning God was dead

The
The
Fall
The

The choral flames are chords of light
Red begat blue begat red begat
Stone begat weeping begat hand
The choral flames are chords of light

The fading silica has turned
The russet leaf has turned and glass
Reflects the new-made eye and arm
The fading silica has turned

Avoid the coruscating void
The fumes of sulphur made a thumb
In the revolving of the sun
Avoid the coruscating void

Here are they there it was here
A storm of gong and ricochet
And string notes rising under strain
Here are they there it was here

Here are they there it was here
A storm of gong and ricochet
And string notes rising under strain
Here are they there it was here

Avoid the coruscating void
The fumes of sulphur made a thumb
In the rveolving of the sun
Avoid the coruscating void

The fading silica has turned
The russet leaf has turned and glass
Reflects the new-made eye and arm
The fading silica has turned

The choral flames are chords of light
Red begat blue begat red begat
Stone begat weeping begat hand
The choral flames are chords of light

The
The
Fall
The

In the beginning God was dead
The verbal lava boiled and steamed
The molten verbs beginning shriek
In the beginning God was dead

shape
sound
like a
shape

of numbers in a round
of numbers' genesis
touch upon the skin
of numbers in a round

shape
sound
like a
shape

of numbers in a round
of numbers' genesis
touch upon the skin
of numbers in a round

In the beginning God was dead
The verbal lava boiled and steamed
The molten verbs beginning shriek
In the beginning God was dead

R. H.

MORRISON

This poem, with music by Henk Bading, formed part of Stanislaw Ostoja-Kotkowski's 1967
'Sound and Image' programme.
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THE SINGING BOY
The singing boy! I did no wrong
With him, the happy rake.
I wanted only touch for touch
And this I dared not take.
It's not enough; it's not enough
For hungry children's eyes.
The winds of spring weep home and bring
Their flowers, their yellow lies.
Within the room, dark stony walls
Closed, closed us round
And it was all that I could do
To keep my feet aground.
Drunk with the heavy male in him
I felt our fingers join
With honeyed words and spreading warmth
And a sweet kick in the groin.
I wanted him and ached for him
Within by very bones.
Yet turned my bitter face away
And beat upon the stones.
The
Has
For
Am

singing boy with winds of spring
climbed another hill;
that was all we did and I
hungry, hungry still.
SHIRLEY
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POOR JOHNNY
A knife in my heart is turning,
A cold knife in my heart
For he loves another woman
And we are miles apart.
Oh she was kind to my Johnny,
She had a warm, sweet mind.
Her words shone gold in the moonlight
For she was brown and kind.
All I can give is honey.
All I know is the bed.
The words are locked inside me
And my love is long since dead.
Take me, take me, take me;
Pierce me sweet and deep
For I am a woman, Johnny,
And have no soul to keep.
I curse the good brown woman
Who gave him heart and mind.
For I give body only
And leave my love behind.
Roll my head on the pillow,
RoU me round in bed
For love is a throb of pleasure
To one whose mind is dead.
The
And
The
And

cold rain beats on the window
yet I cannot cry.
cold knife turns within me
yet I will not die

For I have a warm, sweet body
That will not let me sleep
And I wiU lay that body down
And make my Johnny weep.
A knife in my heart is turning
For he loves her kind, brown mind
But my thighs are burning, burning;
Johnny, my thighs are kind.
SHIRLEY
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SHARK
Our ship, silent in the scalding sun,
swings off Java in a quiet bay,
her engines stilled by the shotgun
crash and splinter of a piston that smashed
through the engineroom skyUght into air . . .
And now we fish to pass the time away . . .
Below the rail, below the sea's green glitter of sun,
a shark sUdes about our blood-baited hook—
drives in to kill—
bolts the tearing sliver of bent steel—
sleeks away through the still levels of the sea!
He hurtles on till the line snaps tight;
locks his jaw rigid with shock;
jams back the book in splintering bone.
He dorsals the sea's calm blue eye of death,
slicing towards the nothing of a shadow,
until we haul him aboard at last,
almost feeling a silent scream
throb through the humid tropic air
as we stab and slash his white belly.
He dies, not knowing of his threshing death,
staring blind through the long hot day,
and already the flesh stills and corrupts . . .
(Who is the beast that blindly kills.)
Better had his heart's engine stilled
below water, in the dark grottoes of coral,
than this indignity of death in the sun.
BRYN
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THE ALBATROSS
How many days now has the albatross
driven down the sea's wide avenues
of blowing air,
spreading wings
Uke
lean white clouds,
stiU as high
summer
astern of countless ships.
There
he wanders in wake after wake,
balanced in perfect equipoise,
searching
through the spray of long years
as he draws upon the salt's sustenance,
seeing the worlds
spill
by under the sweep and scan
of brilliant eyes.
He suffers
no sea-change; nothing alters
his stormy heat of endless solitude;
only the planet's wheel
from light to shadow
signals his passing into eternity.
Your luck
lasts, albatross, for you have seen us
come and go through the years—
the reckless young,
unwary mariners, never to know—
and you decked our days with beauty,
drifting
as legend,
ghostly as the drowned ships.
White
wave-skimmer, vast beauty of a bird,
you symbolise myth and mystery,
a legend dying
as the march of man drives you
back
and back from the frontiers of existence.
And yet
you will still be here,
when we have long gone,
strumming great wings in cold salt air
through the silent oceans of the south.
BRYN
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KAGUYA-HIME
One day a farmer cut a piece of cane—
The bamboo, split, contained a tiny girl,
a perfect doll, three inches high; he took
her home. Her eyes shone clear as star-points, when
he named her his own daughter: "Shining Girl":
her face grew fairer than his own; of all
she was most fine. When she grew up, the rivers
ran, wild with the tales of this flower's unfolding,
and far beyond the farthest snows, eyes burned, and suitors
came, to seek her love. Their eager faces in her head
swam many as small silver minnows, swimming—
drawn-to-seethe in one small space of sea.
To each she gave a task; they were not easy,
as he who did the thing she bid would win
her love and she was only one. The cherry
blossoms came, and fell, and seasons fell as petals
from the trees—and far apart, Uke fishermen the suitors spread,
each tried to net the wish she had decreed.
At last the sky reclaimed her, in a chariot
of joy—she winged her way beyond their arms
in the season when the cherries drop their leaves.
Adapted from the Taketori-Monogatari.
J. S. HARRY
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Patrick Hutchings
NOLAN-THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA COLLECTION
"It would indeed be vain for any artist to search Australia for the
peaceful village scenery common to Old England. The regulation bush
township is one of the most inartistic subjects to be found in any
country, a very nightmare of weatherboard and corrugated iron. It is
to the limitless plains that he must turn, to the silent depths of the
forest, the dark lily-covered lagoons shaded by ghostly ti-trees."
[Edward Bevan in The Antipodean, 1893]'^
The University of Western Australia Collections contains a group of nine of
Nolan's paintings, all dated around 1948. Some of these pictures were shown in
the 1967-68 Retrospective, and this large and inclusive exhibition gave us a
useful perspective into which the University's small, relatively homogenous set
of Nolans could be put, and enabled us to interpret them in terms of the oeuvre
as a whole.
The University's paintings are for the most part in what one might label
Nolan's conscious-naive style: they are romantic, decorative, and self-consciously
nostalgic, and they all express a concern for landscape and for man's place in
the landscape.
The landscape concern has played a large part in the history of Australian
painting—and this is hardly surprising. Australia is vast, its landforms unwelcoming, and there are rather few people scattered across the enormous tracts of
the Continent.
The landscape is not merely unwelcoming, it is sometimes inimical, or worst of
all, quite indifferent; and outside the cities the hand of man has done very little
to humanize it.
Quite naturally, Nolan is fascinated by "the regulation bush township", which,
for all its banality, asserts human purpose and human possession in the vast, open,
indifferent spaces; this 'inartistic subject' becomes for Nolan the armature around
which he builds self-contained, easily read images. Myths require more characters
than can be mustered, and Nolan contents himself with the merest suggestion of
anecdote when he has to, but the drive is always there, to populate the landscape
with heroes and with dominating figures. In a sense, in these 1948 pictures, Nolan
is on the look-out for another Kelly, though he knows that he will not find him.
HUGGARD'S STORE

The mysterious Huggard inset above the portrait of his Store becomes a
significant figure here in this dreary place. Huggard looms large and almost
mythical in a landscape so flat, so uninteresting and so bare that it has us
caressing with our eyes the preposterous name-board and pediment of his shop,
as if they were parts of the Parthenon itself. Seen in such an extreme situation
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this piece of gimcrack Victoriana is so decorative, and so assertive of human
concerns, that it takes on a dignity as unmistakable as it is unexpected.
The composition of the painting of Huggard's Store, with the squint-eyed
Huggard hovering in the upper right corner, suggests the family photograph
album; or it recalls the little pamphlet of local history set up by a jobbing printer,
one of those domestic historical essays which mention everyone who can be mentioned, in the expectation that each and everyone's descendants will buy a copy.
Human presence in this unfriendly landscape is asserted by Nolan's picture, and
the composition of the painting recalls, with beautiful effect, those pitiful devices
with which humanity tries to cancel out its own transience, monumental building,
inscriptions, chronicle.
Herbert Read puts forward the suggestion in one of his books^ that Celtic
strapwork designs were a kind of shelter, a kind of psychological wind break,
against the unknown. The interlacing ribbons and monsters were symboUc hurdles
behind which the psyche could huddle out of the way of cold winds of infinity,
he suggests: and perhaps they were. In Nolan's 'townships' the buildings and
the elaboration of their decoration all weave a literal screen between the observer
and the horizon: but this physical screen has another important psychological
function. It is more obviously protective than are the screens of Celtic entrelac.
The street, of which Huggard's Store provides the focal point, stands between
the observer and a threatening emptiness, a great plain whose excruciating
monotony is accentuated rather than relieved by the insignificant looking hills
on the horizon. This emptiness, this vast nothingness, seeps into the main street
of the town itself and the delicate, spidery, piece of agricultural machinery is not
enough to plug the gap between the buildings.
Indeed, by setting the vanishing-point of the shafts of this spring harrow a
Uttle above the horizon, Nolan has them emphasize that very distance which
the fragile spokes, stays, struts and tines can not shut out.
The machine, with its curious spiky, insubstantial look puns visually with the
twofleshless-seemingplants in the foreground: and notice how positively luxuriant
the rudimentary painted leaves that decorate Huggard's sign look by comparison
with this parched vegetation: [this last detail does not show up very well in the
black and white reproduction.]
The sky in this township is, too, as high and as empty and bleached-blue as
the plain is red, void and monotonous. And Nolan stresses this for us, with his
flagpole, and with the little finials on the store-front and on the ventilators.
The psyche would evaporate here in agoraphobia and boredom if Huggard's
pretentious pediment did not reassure the eye: his signboard shields the soul, as
effectively as his verandah shelters the head, from the high hot sun that would
be its undoing.
THE AGRICULTURAL HOTEL

The Agricultural Hotel might be analyzed in similar terms: elaborate and
decorative, with its outhouses almost holding off the emptiness on the left, the
hotel is still no match for the flatness which sweeps in on the right. The little
man stands, foursquare and safe, in front of his pub, and he is quite unconscious
of the oddity of that reaper on the roof.
It would be a mistake to interpret this detail of the machine on the roof as
surrealist. Nolan can be surrealist when he wants to, and the feel of his surrealism is unmistakeable, as for example in Pretty Polly Mine^ (No. 49 in the
Retrospective), but the odd juxtaposition of the hotel and the reaper and binder
in the present painting is intended as decoration and as wit, but not as an attempt
to construct a poeme oject. The Naive style of the whole composition tends to
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cancel out precisely that sense of the displacement of objects which a meticulous
realism would force upon us: Nolan gives us fantasy rather than hallucination
here, and the difference is crucial.
The binder adds a second storey to the flimsy screen of the hotel, and read
with the flagpole it draws attention at once to the high pale empty sky and to
the flat horizon which is echoed exactly by the four strong horizontals of the
topmost part of the machine.
The whole tone of Agricultural Hotel is lightened by this device of the binderon-the-roof, of course: the feeUng of Huggard's Store is stocial and resigned, but
J. Sheehans Agricultural Hotel has its flicker of gaiety—as is only right and
proper. The insubstantial object on the roof is Sheehan's riposte to those spiky
plants in the foreground, and the sparse scattering of them around his outhouses:
Sheehan deals in beer, wines and spirits, and in esprit.
GOING TO WORK, THE RISING SUN HOTEL

Going to Work, The Rising Sun Hotel is, yet again, a literal and a psychic
screen. The rather unimpressive pub is drawn from such an angle that it looms,
like the prow of a liner, filling the whole space: but we can sense that its space
is empty, and that the importance of this one building has been inflated precisely
to reassure us.
All that shelters the little, bearded, man from the inimical horizon is the ramshackle pub. The hotel is all that the landscape offers in the way of humanization, and it becomes, for that reason, intensely interesting. All its details are
absorbing, and one looks at them with the same hungry, obsessive attention that
one gave as a child to the advertisements on the carriage walls on dull railway
journeys.
The pub is something to look at in a real, everyday, sense that makes it
appropriate for Nolan to have made it something to look at in another, decorative, sense. Each detail is precious, and each detail is rendered with a deceptively innocent but highly painterly preciosity that is beautifully appropriate.
The flimsy but rather pretty verandahs that run around the hotel take on, in
their spare context, the importance of cloisters. The foreground can proivde us
with nothing more picturesque than a nineteenth century Australian and his bike.
But he is, so placed between the pub and the ubiquitous plant, a concrete
universal of this Continent, a place not of gothic or of baroque, of ancient
cloisters and great historical figures, but of wooden pubs and blokes on bikes.
All our history is essentially family history, but great-grandfathers are as remote
as mythological figures just because our history is so short, and our full-scale
heroes so very few.
Nolan's decorative, nostalgic, evocation of the forms and the feeUng of nineteenth century objects and people works in a particular way on the Australian
observer. He sees all this as typical, and true to life. Nolan is putting, with
consummate wit, and immense decorative panache, the basic truths of the Antipodean condition.
ON THE MURRAY RIVER

The picture On The Murray River forms a link between the three portraits
of buildings which we have just considered, and the empty uninhabited Queensland Landscape and Windy Plains, Cape York. Here in the Murray River picture
the bush, and the wide, lethargic muddy river isolate the man and his absurd
little steam launch: but, by a paradox well estabUshed in nineteenth century
Australian literary myth, the man alone with the bush seems to belong, to be
more happily placed, than the man in the stranded, precarious township.
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Nolan's figure sits quiet at home on the riverbank, a Uttle prim, almost as
though he were about to receive visitors. And his only link with his fellows is
that frail, odd, little boat which makes no ripple in the water over which it seems
indeed to hover, weightless and altogether insubstantial. This painting is an idyll.
It is a dream of at-one-ness and peace in a landscape that is tedious, but not,
now, particularly unfriendly. The spiky plants in the foreground have gums to
set them off this time, and water softens the landscape and makes trees and
bushes grow. The river is khaki-coloured, and no flicker of blue touches its
surface, but where it flows, the desert blooms.
The Murray River picture is at once lyrical and prosaic, an idyll in an austere
landscape, it is dreamUke in a sense that owes everything to the tradition of
European landscape-romanticism, and stark in a way that is exactly true to the
landscape which it records.
The dream here must not be mis-interpreted: the prim pose of the man, and
the hovering weightlessness of his boat must not be read, at all, as surrealist
devices. And anyone who is tempted to such a reading wiU find it instructive
to look again at the Maclnnes-Clark-Robinson book on Nolan. The Australian
River photograph from Ufe which they set against this Nolan painting is more
surreal, and much more quaintly and disturbingly atmospheric, than Nolan's
picture: and this is not a matter of mere chance. The men in the photograph
look bored and lost: Nolan's man is neither. Nolan wants, in the Murray River
painting, to place his man physically and psychologically in the landscape, and
the poetry and reverie that Nolan suggests, even with mud browns flat greens
and a ripoUn-blue sky, are bound to the landscape. The cheerful little clouds
which veil the sky of this picture expect to receive no Magritte-objects: the
launch may lie weightlessly on the river, but it will not float any higher: it is
part simply of a landscape-poem, not of a poeme oject: and this is as pastoral
as Nolan feels an Australian painter may honestly get.
THE EMPTY LANDSCAPE

The two uninhabited landscapes are more laconic than the Murray River
picture.
North Queensland Landscape comes close to straight topography, with its
neutral if beautifully decorative rendering of the striking rock formations and
of the sky.
One notices particularly the sky as it is seen between the two low hills: this
passage belongs to the European tradition of romantic landscape, a tradition
whose local variations can be traced endlessly through Antipodean Colonial art,
from the naive pictures of the first surveyors and explorers through to the
accomplished and beautifully finished landscapes of Streeton. Nolan holds two
modes in tension in this picture, romanticism and a kind of decorative quasirealism which is pecuUarly his own.
The painting Windy Plains Cape York is perhaps more complex in feeUng than
the Queensland picture, though far starker in design: here we have a blue sky
with scudding clouds over a dark olive green earth, the vegetation forming a
kind of diagonal or wedge which cuts into the wind. The visual tension of the
picture is established with great economy: the horizon rising slightly from left
to right tends to make us read the diagonal of the bushes from right to left,
and against the direction of the wind, against the grain of the fronds at the top
of the curious plants.
The plants themselves are equivocal, they are striped with bars like convicts'
clothes—a conceit which Nolan takes up elsewhere in his oeuvre—and they
suggest something man-made. But of course they are not man-made. And one
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can not even think of any human use to which they can be put. They provide no
shelter, they hardly look as though animals could be grazed off them: they are
just there, in their own place, totally indifferent to humanity and its concerns.
If they relieve the endless monotony of those flat windy plains, then this is a
mere chance. They, and the landscape, show no docility at all: they are not
apt to be humanized: they have been there, like that, for a very long time indeed,
untouched.
THE POKER PLAYERS, PERISH

The Poker Players represents, in a local context, the traditional artists' theme
of card-players. Nolan is frankly romantic in this painting, and this reworking
of the theme is obvious enough, but it is not by any means banal. The figure
on the right, who looks out of the picture, is a typical Irish Australian type in
face and in gesture, and he serves to relate this piece of genre to its specific
context, itself defined by the atmospheric but bare and tedious landscape that we
see through the open door. The devices of composition are traditional but well
employed, and the wooden pillar which cuts the picture into two establishes its
double reference. The card players could be anywhere, but the figure with the
melancholy Irish face, and the gUmpse of empty plain establish them forever in
the AustraUan outback.
One may be in two minds about the Perish: the figure, merging into the red
earth into which his elements will soon enough dissolve, can be seen as a vivid
and perfect image of the universal condition of man, given a local colour and
feeling: or it can be seen as a rather banal illustration to a Bush Ballad. Though
the picture is uncertain in its effect, it is not without force. The lucid, smooth
painting of the sky contrasts, pointfuUy, with the red earth, painted in a muddy,
clotted, fashion, showing that the end of man is dust, and that explorers will be
destroyed by their own discoveries. The scraggy bushes on the horizon show the
appalling scale of the landscape, flat and dry and endless in which the man has
perished, without grandeur, but not, laid out so nobly, without dignity.
FLANNEL FLOWERS

The picture of Flannel Flowers stands alone, outside the set, though one might
read it as an independent exercise on the vegetation theme which runs through all
the rest of the pictures. The flannel flowers are decorative enough, but they are,
too, preposterous and unexpected. These curious works of nature are, of course,
not preposterous to nature, and it is only we who feel them so, and this is an
important fact about us which Nolan presents and comments on in this swift but
extremely sure oil-sketch.
Nolan has reproduced the cloth-like texture of the plants very skilfully indeed
in this rather starved paint, and the effect of dry furriness which he achieves so
exactly is of course central to the feeUng of the picture: these vegetable anomalies
are presented in all their characteristic strangeness.
European man in the Antipodes is alienated by alien forms, in landscape in
flora and in fauna. This a trite observation and it runs through all the early
Colonial landscape painters, and through many of the critical commentaries on
them; but though the point may be trite it remains true. Nolan's pictures often
rework this theme, and they contrive to give it an interest which raises it above
its particularity. Nolan makes statements that have universal human relevance,
though where he starts from is a particular situation. He brings out the universal
implicit in the particular, but the whole point of these pictures depends on our
grasping the wide notions which they embody through the extreme concreteness
of the human situation that they present.
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Jose Ortega y Gasset writes somewhere:"*
This deplorable necessity is indeed a part of man's destiny as man:
to live in particular he has to speak in general.
Painting reverses the pattern: in this medium generaUty is problematic, while the
particular can be grasped: but if any kind of universaUty is to be shown through
the contingent and particular, then the precise flavour of that contingency must
be caught.
Nolan catches the precise tone of the facticity of his anonymous Victorian
Colonials: by showing them in all the particularity of their situation he suggests
something about the human condition as such: faithfulness to the particular produces truth to the general.
NOTES
1. "Art in the Antipodes" by Edward Bevan, in The Antipodean, second number for 1893,
London, George Robinson & Company, p. 76.
2. See Herbert Read's Icon and Idea, London, Faber, 1955, note 26, p. 146:
"Celtic art, which is one of the sources of early Christian art, can be conceived as a blind
filling of space: as not so much an abstract reaction to a distrust of the organic, which
is Riegl and Worringer's theory, but rather as a closely-wrought screen set up against the
horrors of infinite space. The monster that inhabits this infinite space, the worm of
Ouroboros, sometimes is caught in the mesh, firmly held in a geometrical cage. The
numinuos awe of space in this case is given a negative representation."
3. "Pretty Polly Mine" was reproduced in the Quarterly of the Art Gallery of New South
Wales, October 1967 and is also available as an art-reproduction published by Artists of
Australia, Adelaide 1965.
4. "In search of Goethe from Within" by Jose Ortega y Gasste, reprinted in The Dehumanization of Art, N.Y. Doubleday Anchor, n.d. p. 147.
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Hogs in Westhaly

Leonard Jolley

John Dryden and the Poetry of Statement,
K. G. Hamilton, St. Lucia, University of
Queensland Press, 1967. p.x, 193.
It is frequently stated that the poetry of Dryden
is a poetry of statement. Is this comment true,
and if so, what does it mean? This is the theme
of Professor Hamilton's book and it would
seem to be an interesting and worthwhile
theme. Why then does the book produce such
a leaden sense of dullness and depression? Is it
because Professor Hamilton, like so many literary scholars, is determined at all costs to extend his material to make a full size book. He
attains this end by two methods. The first is
the intrusion of unnecessary erudition. When
he wishes to illustrate mid-19th century attitudes to Dryden he quotes from H. T. Reid
and G. E. Turner. If either of these authors
had anything unusual to say, or if it could be
demonstrated that they enjoyed a very large
audience, there might be a case for quoting
from them. In fact Professor Hamilton quotes
from Reid and Turner because he is fairly
confident that none of his readers will ever
have heard of these authors and will be impressed by the range of Professor Hamilton's
reading. The second method is to strengthen
critical comment by constant repetition. Not
that Professor Hamilton's critical insights are
distinguished by any particular depth or originality. "There is no absolute or clear cut difference between what is poetry of statement and
what is not. The term 'poetry of statement' is
simply a convenient, but essentiaUy theoretical
classification that can be used to differentiate
poetry which tends towards the kind of dependence on direct statement that has been
described from poetry that conveys its meaning primarily in other ways." Perhaps it is
time to compile the art of sinking in criticism.
A great deal of the book is devoted to a
close reading of passages of Dryden's poetry.
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Close reading is sometimes an extremely valuable tool. Some types of poetry are better
served by it than others and some types of
close reading are better than others. Professor
Hamilton would always secure a " B " from an
impartial examiner, but he suffers from the
delusion which afflicts so many students that
at all costs something must be said about every
phrase in a passage and his longest close readings reveal nothing new or particularly wortls
saying. Pages 10-19 are devoted to a close
reading of the opening passage of Absalom
and Achitophel. If we are to use catch phrases
it might be said that Dryden is a poet of pace
and that he who runs is at least as likely to
appreciate Dryden as he who ferrets. We are
told: "It is, indeed, only this successful welding or artifice, or formality, with a conversational ease that enables Dryden to get away
with an outrageous proposition that neither
familiarity or formality alone could have made
acceptable: that promiscuity may be justified
by Heaven." In the days when bible reading
was widespread the discussion of how David,
admittedly an adulterer, could also be a man
after God's own heart was a frequent topic of
debate, both among the reverent, the irreverent
and the antinomians. Dryden is simply giving
a new twist to an old theme. Professor Hamilton introduces an enormous amount which is
irrelevant but ignores this point.
"To read Dryden too closely, to be constantly on the lookout for fine and subtle
shades of ambiguous meaning and implication, will almost certainly result in a degree
of misplaced ingenuity." Why then do so?
Hamilton comments on the line "but, in the
course of one revolving Moon", that "in [this]
line the metrical stress falls strongly on the
polysyllabic 'revolving', because of its syllabic
dominance in the line, instead of on the insinuating rhyme word 'Moon': Dryden misses
the opportunity to emphasise metrically the
potential associations of lunacy inherent in the
word 'Moon' mentioned earlier in the poem
when he speaks of 'giddy Jews—^govern'd by
the Moon'." Is not Dryden, in both Unes, using
the moon simply as a symbol of inconstancy?
According to most authorities this is the original association from which the concept of
lunacy in its more restricted meaning developed. Where does close reading end and the
writing of a new poem begin? On page 51 we
are told that Dryden's "diction" is lacking in
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those "mental reverberations, whereby words
have an indefinable and inexhaustible richness
of meaning or depth of implication. His words
have not the intensity we are accustomed to,
for instance, in the verse of Gerard Manley
Hopkins, who composes a mosaic in which individual words often have the depth of a compressed image". Comparisons are valuable only
when they reveal a relationship, whether positive or negative. Dryden is certainly a very
different kind of writer from Hopkins. He is
also a very different kind of poet from Poe,
Valery, Rilke or George. The list could be
continued without end. When we have said
that claret is different from coca-cola we have
not made a very profound observation about
either beverage. The reader may be excused
if he thinks that Professor Hamilton was
determined at all costs to make his 200 pages.
Sometimes he has to misunderstand his authorities in order to fill-out his pages. Thus he
refers on page 49 to Wimsatt, The Verbal Icon,
page 178, and quotes, or rather misquotes.
Pope's couplet
'With earnest eyes, and round unthinking
face. He first the snuff box open'd, and
[sic] then the case'.
"Here the word 'case' becomes a pun because
of its position near 'snuff box'." Wimsatt is
discussing Zeugma and is concerned solely
with the double meaning of 'open'd'. He does
not suggest, nor would any normal reader of
Pope, suggest that a possible pun on 'case' was
also intended. Pope, as Professor Hamilton
might say, is not John Lennon.
After staying a little while with Professor
Hamilton, the reader begins to wonder whether
"poetry of statement" means anything more
than "poets of our age of prose" or any other
conventional phrase which enjoys a popularity
from time to time. It was Eliot, of course who
started all this, as he started so much.
"Dryden's words, on the other hand are precise, they state immensely, but their suggestiveness is often nothing.
That short dark passage to a future state;
That melancholy riddle of a breath.
That something, or that nothing, after death.
is a riddle but not melancholy enough in
Dryden's splendid verse." Is this true of aU
Dryden's poetry? Keats observed that a pro60

verb is not really a proverb until it has been
felt upon the pulses. The things which men
feel upon the pulses differ from age to age.
Dryden set the fashion in describing the style
of Religio Laid as "fittest for Discourse, and
nearest prose" but is the whole of the poem
like this?
Dim, as the borrow'd beams of Moon and
stars
To lonely, weary, wand'ring Travellers.
Could not every word in this couplet find a
place in a thesaurus of romantic poet vocabulary? In any case words which to the romantics or to the 20th century are either sterile
or hollow called forth a whole range of noble,
if ill-defined, emotions in the 18th century.
There is a curious similarity between the world
of Dryden and Pope and the Australia depicted by Russell Ward. "Friendship" was as
sacred a name as "mateship".
Farewell, too Uttle and too lately known.
It would be possible for the industrious commentator to compile a whole chain of echoes
of both words and thought ranging at least
from Augustine to Pope but such compilation
would be unnecessary. There are, as Dr Johnson remarked, certain words which find an
echo in every human breast.
Professor Hamilton's book is important because it is representative. Every year the
volume of publications in English studies increases. The number of postgraduate students
in Britain and America is about four times
what it was in the pre-war years, and in the
last two or three years the rate of increase
has gone up remarkably. Much of their efforts
ultimately finds its way into print. Much of
this material will consist of useful facts; and
since facts can be indexed, stored in a computer, used or ignored, the industrious compilation of antiquarian facts is at least a fairly
harmless perversion. The position with criticism is different. Saint Thomas Aquinas held
that the only function of criticism was to
remove obstacles to understanding. The development of unnecessary criticism multiplies such
obstacles. For whom is criticism written? A
Bibliography of Swift Studies 1945-64, compiled by James J. Stathis, Nashville 1967 Usts
170 articles devoted to criticism of Gulliver's
Travels and refers to about twice that number
which include comments on Gulliver's Travels.
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In recent years our understanding of Gulliver's
Travels has unquestionably been greatly deepened by a few critics. Any criticism which is
worth making needs to be absorbed into the
general body of critical thought. If I am really
interested in Swift, I do not need to bother
about every biographical detail but I do need
to be sure that I have assimilated every worthwhile critical comment. The multiplication of
critical articles of this type makes this effort
impossible. I suspect that it leads most people
to give up reading academic criticism at all. It
is only on the rare occasion that such abstention brings any loss. The only real way to
describe the activity of a mass of these critics
is to recall the behaviour of "Hog to Hog in
Huts in Westphaly". If "this filthy Simile, this
beastly Line" turns the readers' stomach this is
only appropriate.
What then should we do? We should cultivate the art of compression. Even the dullest
of us in the course of a long lifetime may
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have one original perception. Instead of being
encouraged to sink our insights under a load
of otiose and irrelevant erudition and to stretch
out our comments into a weighty volume we
should be encouraged to say what we have to
say as clearly and briefly as possible. Our
models should be the writers of aphorisms
perhaps even of Haiku not the pseudo-social
scientists. Professor Hamilton does not beUeve
this, and his pubUshers announce with satisfaction that he is at present engaged on a long
range history of English prose writing up to
the end of the 17th century. It is safe to
assume what one 17th century writer's verdict
would have been—
"Small have continual plodders ever won
Save base authority from others' books."
Women's eyes are to be preferred not merely
because their fire is truer but because their
sparkle is necessarily brief.
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A Progressive Look
at The Church

S. A. Grave

The Catholic Church and Fredom, Denis
Kenny, University of Queensland Press 1967,
$4.00.
" . . . it is the obligation of the Church arising
from its essential mission, to be and appear
to be the champion of freedom in every sense
of the word." The Church referred to is the
Catholic Church, which claims that its teaching
is from God. Inevitably, therefore, you think
of authority when you think of it, and reading
the words just quoted you would be likely to
suppose that their writer is employing some
subjective notion of the Church or that he
means by freedom True Freedom. (There are
varieties of True Freedom; what they have in
common is that none of them is what you had
in mind when you were talking about freedom.)
Father Denis Kenny's very readable book.
The Catholic Church and Freedom does not
make the Church conform to some private
notion to enable it to be a champion of freedom, though there are a few statements whose
wording inadvertently suggests that the Church
has changed more than it can. Thus, for example, on p. 8 it is said that in "recent centuries the CathoUc Church has required conformity" with a "system of doctrines" (my
italics). There is a description, on p. 5 of the
attitude towards the reunion of Christians usual
amongst Catholics before Pope John. A
poorly-informed reader might infer that Catholics no longer necessarly believe their Church
to be uniquely the Church. (He is protected
against this mistake by a quotation from Pope
John on the same page.)
There is freedom from, and freedom of,
and freedom for. Father Kenny says (pp. 106
ff). The first is freedom from coercion, the
second freedom of the will ("psychological
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freedom"). The third has a real True Freedom
look both before and after you know what
comes after the "for". A man can be free
for (committed to) himself, other men, God.
Without that last commitment, he "seems to
be condemned to a limitation, to a slavery
which robs freedom from coercion and psychological freedom of their meaning". Father
Kenny speaks movingly of man as giving himself to God in response to God's giving Himself to man. The argument by which the
Church is exhibited as "the champion of freedom" had better be set out in its own words.
The Church is
"the continuation of Christ and the sacrament of freedom. She is the sign of the
free gift of communication of God which
is the freedom of our freedom. The free
communication of God, in the Incarnation,
is what gives meaning and purpose to our
freedom in all its dimensions. At the same
time the Church must be the matrix of the
free response of men to the communication
of God. While it is true that the free gift
of God is the factor that gives meaning to
our freedom, it is also true that man's
response to this communication of God if
not free in every way, robs the free gift of
God, in relation to that individual, of its
significance and meaning. . . . Because the
Church is the sign and the sacrament of the
free gift of God and the minister of the
free response of men . . . she must be the
champion and appear to be the champion
of freedom. . . . It should be obvious that
in this view of the Church, a rapprochement with a world moulded by the tradition of democratic-Uberalism will not be a
poUcy of expediency. The tradition of
democratic-liberaUsm is more or less desperately in need of an ultimate justification. The Church which can provide that
ultimate justification is in need of the structures, the forms, the processes, and the
patterns of thought which are the fruit of
the democratic-Hberal tradition" (pp. 1123).
I am not competent to elucidate this argument and shall therefore restrict myself to a
remark about Father Kenny's opinions that
freedom from coercion seems to need relation
to God in order to have meaning, and that
liberal democracy could do with a theological
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justification. Does anyone really want freedom
from coercion vindicated? Well, if he does
this will do: Nobody wants to be shoved
around. And it will do as a short justification
of Uberal democracy also. (I have been less
than fair: saying, as Father Kenny does, that
freedom from coercion and free will are without meaning without God is much the same as
saying that Ufe is meaningless without God.)
Father Kenny sees the historical reasons why
there has been less freedom in the Church than
might have been over the last few hundred
years. What he doesn't seem to see is the
reason why there is always likely to be less
freedom than there might be. He has two
unexpected popes (Pius XI and Pius XII) endorsing the principle: "as much freedom as
possible, as few restrictions as are necessary"
in all forms of government, including that of
the Church (p. 129). But of course the difficulty comes when it has to be decided what is
necessary and what isn't. And that the Church
should be cautious is not surprising, considering how momentous it takes its responsibility
to he. For the Church believes that it is God's
agent to bring men to everlasting happiness
and that it has from God a teaching related to
this end. The recent expansion of freedom,
therefore, as shown, for instance, in the decree
on religious Uberty, the new autonomy of biblical studies, the development of philosophical
pluralism, is remarkable.
I have been talking mainly about the second
essay in Father Kenny's book. Besides this
essay, there is one on marriage and one on the
second Vatican Council. The essay on the
Council presents, as Father Kenny says, a "caricature" of the pre-conciliar Church. (The caricature is to show the direction renewal should
take, and the good-Will is obvious.) I shall
select for comment one remark that is interesting for several reasons.
"The liturgical forms of the New Testament
are wonderfully simple and spontaneous.
It is often very difficult to reconcile many
of the liturgical forms of the Cathohc
Church with this primitive simpUcity. Even
more difficult to reconcile is the proliferation of private devotions and pious practices which many Catholics regard ahnost
as the touchstone of Catholicity and therefore of authentic Christianity" (p. 23).
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It is not said which parts of the essay are
caricature but some parts are this manifestly;
for example, the last sentence in the passage
just quoted. The comparison of CathoUc Uturgical forms with those in the New Testament
is puzzUng because one would not have thought
that there were any there, not at any rate
sufficiently developed to allow comparison. It
might then be supposed that this queer comparison really signifies a preference for extempore public prayer to liturgical worship,
but a man ought not to have that preference
attributed to him unless he avows it.
As this passage indicates, Father Kenny
shares the currently fashionable theological
primitivism. (Being only a moderate progressive he is only a moderate primitivist.) There
is always something arbitrary about theological
primitivism; not just in its principle—^"the
earlier the better"—but in what you get when
you apply the principle. For if you don't
invent what you find, you at least select from
what you find. He looked down the well of the
centuries, George TyrreU (I think) said in reference to Harnack's reconstruction of early
Christianity, and saw the reflection of his own
face.

"Property is the fruit of labour.
Property is desirable.
It is a positive good in the world."
Abraham Lincoln,
25 March 1864.

REMPTON, MORRILL & CO.
R.E.I.W.A.

REAL ESTATE AGENTS
31 HAMPDEN ROAD, HOLLYWOOD
86 4819

who are happy to extend their best
wishes for the continuing success of
"Westerly".
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A Literature of
Loneliness

Mary Durack

On Native Grounds: Australian Writing from
Meanjin Quarterly, selected by C. B. Christesen, Angus & Robertson, price $6.00.
Introducing Meanjin's first anthology. On
Native Grounds, the editor, C. B. Christesen,
draws attention to the increased "social density" that, since the foundation of the quarterly
in 1940, has so greatly enriched the humus on
which creative talents thrive. Anyone wanting
proof of this need search no further than the
wide variety of offerings—critical and interpretive essays, short stories and poems—in this
volume.
Meanjin emerged from a period when AustraUa had come to feel about her traditional
Uterature something of the embarrassment of
a snobbish city adolescent for a homespun
bush relative. It is natural, therefore, that so
many Meanjin writers have been concerned
with a reassessment of old attitudes and with
the adjustment of focus on our historical and
literary past. Authors such as Henry Lawson,
Joseph Furphy and Henry Handel Richardson,
all victims of the jibes of latter-day critics,
have been taken from their cupboards, dusted
down and, with a thoughtful eye to perspective, re-estabUshed in the places of honour that
are their due. Experts called in on this intricate task of restoration include A. D. Hope,
A. A. Phillips, John Barnes and F. H. Mares,
with the result that we have a lively and varied
number of approaches to the problem of
assessing the standard of literary works within
the context of their times.
Russell Ward, in a section that has since
become part of his book Australian Legend,
considers the effect on our early literature and
social outlook of the convict reaction to this
environment. Writing in 1956, he ascribed the
preponderance of outback Uterature to the
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need felt for creating a tradition of our own
—a national mystique—and is concerned lest
Australian writers continue to be more interested in such largely fictional figures as 'the
lone hand' and 'the noble bushman' than in
examining the real life characters of contemporary society.
Vance Pahner, one of the first writers to
take the AustraUan landscape for granted, was
also one of the first to point out the need for
writers to concern themselves with the search
and interpretation of national character.
Quoted in this volume is his observation of
1905 that:
"Art is really man's interpretation of the
inner life of his surroundings, and until
the AustraUan writer can attune his ear to
catch the various undertones of our national Ufe our art must be false and unenduring."
In view of these remarks it is heartening that
as discerning a critic as A. A. PhilUps (^Meanjin
4/1950) should consider the most important
development of recent years in AustraUan writing to be "the progress made in the art of
being unselfconsciously ourselves".
No longer can it be said that AustraUan
writers are limited to themes relating to the
bush, the landscape, mateship and narrow
nationaUsm. None-the-less the outback continues to loom as a psychological factor in our
literary consciousness, its exploration seen less
as a physical challenge than as the individual's
search for his own soul in a pitiless void.
H. P. Heseltine observes that "Australian
writers have deeply located in their imagination a sense of the horror of sheer existence",
and that our Uterary heritage is based on "a
unique combination of glances into the pit and
the erection of safety fences to prevent any
falUng in".
A. A. PhilUps argues with this point but
agrees with Heseltine that our classic AustraUan writers have produced a "literature of
loneliness", their understanding of an isolated
environment leading naturally enough to a
concern for the essential loneliness of the individual. In whatever other respects modern
Australian writers may differ from their
literary forebears this tendency would seem to
be as strong today as it ever was; for different
as are the approach and style of such writers
as Vance Palmer, Patrick White, Peter Cowan,
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Judah Waten, E. O. Schlunke and Donald
Stuart, all their short stories, reprinted in this
volume, are strongly expressive of loneliness
and some of sheer desolation. There is the
romantic yearning of the lonely country boy in
Palmer's Mathieson's Wife, the awful aloneness of the closely interlocked lives in White's
Down at the Dump. Peter Cowan creates his
own particular shadow world of characters
longing for companionship but fearful of its
snares. The meeting of down-and-out workers
in Donald Stuart's The Riches of Travel is a
brief interlude before their tracks diverge to
infinity. There is the pathetically solitary
struggle of Judah Waten's exiled Jewish mother
and of E. O. Schlunke's Bank Manager, a
would-be-writer trapped at every turn in a stiflingly hearty country town. True, Thelma Foreshaw strikes a lighter note with her "adaptible"
girl who refuses to have any lover, male or
female, hang an "albatross" of remorse around
her neck, but even here the underlying theme
of loneliness is not far to find.
Apart from Donald Stuart's story the only
one in this volume with any hint of the old
Bulletin tradition of mateship is John Morrison's account of a group of men seeking entry
to the Waterside Workers' Federation and the
pitiless rejection of those who have betrayed
the Union's cause.
Even more than the prose is the poetry here
presented a far cry from the so-called "traditionalist" AustraUan school. One wonders
what the writers of the '90s would have made
of it. Little, I think, with the exception of a
few verses of the lyric quality such as is too
rare today. Both form and thought are far
removed from the simple, forthright fashion of
other days, and the satire of which our early
writers were fond enough, has penetrated beyond doors that the conventions of their times
kept firmly closed. They might have appreciaated (at a private reading) the sheer ribald
ingenuity of Douglas Stewart's anthem to four
letter words, but it would have made little
point before the trial of Lady Chatterley.
The verse is generally of a high literary
standard, mainly philosophical and with the
prevailing mood of introspection noted in the
prose. There is a good deal of pre-occupation
with death, while the love poems, in which
Australian Uterature is surprisingly rich when
one comes to think of it, are also most frequently concerned with isolation and the imWESTERLY, No. 4 , DECEMBER, 1 9 6 8

permanence of human relationships. Judith
Wright regrets that with the approach of dawn:
"Pain and the dark must claim you
And passion and the day."
A. Vintner, envying the animals their uncompUcated satisfaction, asks:
"Why then must we
Feel in the night's passing
Worlds falUng?"
R. A. Simpson laments that:
"Tonight I know
We cannot solve or reap
More than ourselves, perhaps in vain:
Our hands are exiled once again."
In contrast to this mood A. D. Hope thunders a robust hymn of hate against the debasement of values as exemplffied by the mass
media of our times and prays that he might,
hght a modern Noah, set forth in search of
"those hills in which the heart finds ease". His
"Conquistador" tells of the terrible fate of the
little man wedded to the gargantuan bride of
conformist domesticity and how after his brief
moment of triumph on their wedding night:
"The enormous girl rolled over and squashed
him flat
And, since she could not send him home
that way
Used him thereafter as a bedside mat."
Political comment is confined, in this volume,
to the influence of politics on the national
character and hence on the writer's angle. In
this way David Martin examines the political
incentives and fundamental intentions of John
Morrison, Judah Waten and Frank Hardy as
representatives of the Melbourne Realist Writers' Group which exercised considerable influence in the '50s. He penetrates close to the
bone of all writers in his probing of the
anatomy of literary courage:
"Fearlessness is symbolised in choice: fearless men choose knowingly and bravely;
cowards choose cravenly. No man can refuse to choose because his refusal is also
a choice. A writer's courage does not principally lie in the choice of a controversial
theme. . . . The writer is truly daring who
puts his characters before difficult choices
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which embrace their whole being, and who
sees the conflict through to its glorious or
bitter end."
The pecuUar difficulty of communist writers
is, he observes, that "they cannot bear a conflict which is unresolvable. They cannot face
that part of freedom which is chaos . . . In
their hearts of hearts they know there is a book
they must write and which they are not writing".
Whether particularly true of communists or
not, this statement is worthy of serious consideration by writers in general. It represents
the quality of thought in this collection that
has already influenced the direction of our
literary development.
The agonising question that haunts all
serious writers from time to time is whether
their efforts after all gain a hearing of any
consequence in a community seemingly preoccupied with the stock exchange and the
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sporting news. They might take heart from
the fact that most items in this anthology have
been so often quoted and used in other collections as to be no longer novel—that in fact so
much of their content has, consciously or
otherwise, already been absorbed. This should
be evidence enough that thoughtful writing is
not wasted on the desert air. It is evidence,
too, of the remarkable effectiveness of the
twenty-eight year old magazine which is, incidentally, the only one of its age and kind
still edited and published by its founder. Indeed, of Clem Christesen and all those whose
contributions he has here assembled, it might
be said collectively what R. D. Fitzgerald has
written in these pages of Dame Mary Gilmore:
"It is not only that she has expressed her
country, her people, her times and its perspectives, but that in some degree . . . she
has added to the significance of these things
and so had a hand in their making."
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Dorothy Hewett's
Windmill Country

Bruce

Williams

Windmill Country, Dorothy Hewett, Overland
and Peter Leyden PubUshing House, Melbourne, 1968, $1.95.
In 1945, Dorothy Hewett joined the Communist Party. By 1950, according to Frank
Hardy, she had given up writing poetry in
favour of politics. But in 1956
she joined the Sydney Realist Writers and
began to write verse again . . . After reading one of her political narrative verses
about the Rosenberg trial, I suggested she
could, without sacrificing one iota of her
political and social standpoint, draw more
on her own emotional and personal experiences for inspiration.1
Her new collection has a Foreword by David
Martin, in which he says:
No doubt some people will charge Dorothy
Hewett with being too political a poet, an
accusation which in my view can have no
vaUdity if she is a poet, that is, if she
fashions her material with convincing artistic integrity.2
The reader of Windmill Country might well
be puzzled by these comments. Out of 33
poems, only three are on political subjects.
/ Am Spain is an evocation of the spirit of
the Republicans.
They will tell you we are only a handful
of bones
Harmless and weather-stained, do not believe them
My brother; the blood will not run out of
the stones
Or the flesh from the white walls of Spain.
From this poem, one can infer the poet's
political sympathies, but the inference is an
afterthought, irrelevant to criticism. In Clancy
and Dooley and Don McLeod,
Dorothy
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Hewett's sympathies are decidedly with the
workers in that 1945 Port Hedland strike. But
the energy of the verse, and the half-amused
tone are what sustain the poem.
Don McLeod beat at a mulga bush,
And a lot of quer things came out in a
rush.
Like mangy dogs with their flattened tail.
They've sneaked him off to the Hedland jail.
Both these poems belong to 1945. Finally, in
one of the last-written poems to be included,
Dorothy Hewett writes genuine political
poetry. Hidden Journey is a fine, tortured
montage, reflecting over two visits she took
to Moscow, in 1952 and 1965. In between
these dates, of course, are Hungary and the
XXth Congress, the Pasternak affair and the
trials of Sinyavsky and Daniel. Even in 1952
A doubt surfaced, bumping like a stone,
and would not be pushed under
The poem explores the growth of this doubt
through a summoning of images, both public
and private, swirling together to compose a
threatening inner landscape, only just tractable to the discipline of words. At the end,
the poem offers to break apart.
The voices cry out under the red stars Uke
untended graves . . .
"We Russians have soul. Have you a soul
in your country?"
Which country is mine? I dare not be
dumb, but must speak
With the voice of men who dream to be
angels.
A fumbling at the door, short-sighted, blinking like owls—
"Is that you my friend? Come in and
speak to me now.
Have you called to lend me an extra pair
of your spectacles?
Look! there is nothing, nothing at all behind those monstrous roses
In the gilded frame, nothing . . . Isaac
Babel, come in."
Not only does this poem meet Mr Martin's
requirements; it also exposes as a mechanical
gesture Mr Hardy's confident assertion about
the compatibility of Dorothy Hewett's poetry
and her politics. Dorothy Hewett is not a
'political poet', nor do her political affiliations
—she is still a Party member—need to be considered by her readers. She is too intelligent to
be an ideologue, and too much concerned with
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the truth of the imagination to cripple herself
by versifying Soviet press hand-outs. It seems
to me that her status as a writer on the Left
has considerably distorted her reputation as a
writer.
Overland have not helped by issuing her new
book without dating the poems. Supplying the
dates, besides correcting one's initial impression
of wild unevenness, leads to the interesting
reflection that between 1945, the year she
joined the Party, and 1959, when she met her
husband, Merv Lilley, Dorothy Hewett seems
to have written no poetry of any merit. This
fourteen years silence coincides with her most
innocently committed years in politics. After
1959, however, there were still a few bursts of
versified protest, and the glass is clouded
further by the publication in 1964 of a joint
volume (with Merv Lilley), What About the
People? To do her justice, this volume represents an attempt to reach an audience outside
the coteries. Many of her contributions were
intended as lyrics for songs, and some of these
are good:
For dole bread is bitter bread.
Black bread and sour,
There's grief in the taste of it.
There's weevils in the flour.
But most reveal the hapless dishonesty of one
who writes in a foreign language. (Merv
Lilley's lyrics in the same volume provide the
clinching comparison: his roughness is part of
the message; hers, an adopted literary convention.)
Dorothy Hewett began writing seriously
while an undergraduate at the University of
Western Australia. The earliest poems in the
new collection, dating from 1941/42, are both
love poems {Sarah and Dream of Old Love).
At that time, predictably, it was words that
took her fancy. The languid gestures are tiresome, but the promise is unmistakable.
You are my evil prince, and I, the evil
princess.
Bent and wrung and haggard as a lacquer
stick
Sit in the highest tower of the temple, and
v/atch
You with the young mouths of the courtesans.
Love is one of her principal themes throughout the volume. Another is a preoccupation,
rather like Judith Wright's, with her ancestors.
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and with the wheatbelt country where she grew
up. Testament, which won the A.B.C. Poetry
Prize in 1945, is, in places, very Uke Judith
Wright.
And I have loved
An old house lying silent in the summer.
Haunted by children, flowers and orchards . . .
. . . . Then all the years
Moved in a liquid sunUght on the grass.
We never knew that time went swiftly, only
The moving shadow on the orchard plough
Was a kind of timepiece, and the dandelions.
Ragged and hardy, came out in the spring,
The wattles were like daubs of orange
chalk
Against the clouds.
Testament, Uke the later, longer poems of the
same kind, shifts from present time to past,
to dwell on the relationship between the poet
and the heritage she can imagine. As yet, the
relationship is unfocussed. The poet searches
for identity in the past, and in the character of
her lover, as though by naming their ancestors
she could reach what is between them. But
vagueness is felt in the overall structure, a
vagueness defined by the derivative line that
opens and closes the poem ('All these have
I lost, being too much beloved'). Separate
images are rich and evocative, but they do
not as yet clarify experience for the poet or
her readers.
Twenty years later, she again won the A.B.C.
Poetry Prize for legend of the Green Country. Those who heard this broadcast (or better
still, heard the reading the poet and her husband gave at the Fellowship of AustraUan
writers) will agree that the verse is brilliantly
devised for the medium. The uneasy blank
verse of Testament has been replaced by a
longer line, capturing the expansive, leisured
quality of Australian speech without reproducing its flatness and monotony. The poem
is a series of portraits of her parents and
grandparents, flanked by two sections of direct
address. The legend itself is ironical, a legend
of failure and disillusionment, and there is a
new toughness and precision in the poet's view
of her past. But she leaves the lines open,
unfixed, using a loose syntax that keeps her
from making too blindly exact a judgement.
This is only an interim report on the search
for identity that began twenty years previously.
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Only the apples, little and hard, bitten
green and bitter as salt.
They come up in the Spring, in the dead
orchard they are the fruit
Of our knowledge, and I am Eve, spitting
the pips in the eye of the myth-makers.
There is a new sense of comedy, and a gathering of specific details. Of her grandmother,
she writes:
She had her miracles and quoted them . . .
"Science and Health" by Mary Baker Eddy,
She read The Monitor while the dust storms
whirled.
And marvelled that God was love; it was
all clear profit.
At times, control lapses. Section V is spoilt by
the inflated rhetoric supposed to come from
the bankers who scoffed at her father's dreams
of reviving the salt-ridden country. But Sections VII and VIII are for me amongst the
most moving poetry written by an AustraUan.
Here, her method of cyclical assemblage—
which makes quoting from her rather misleading—receives its justification. The whole
poem has an intense, brooding quality of
realism and honesty. The poet is revealing to
us, as directly as she can, the 'holy places of
the imagination'.
In Legend of the Green Country
Hewett writes:

Dorothy

The women were strong and they destroyed
the men,
Lying locked and cold in their sexless beds.
In other poems she makes clear that the conflict between Puritanism and spontaneity in
her background is matched by a division in
her personality. The Puritans records a conflict between an inherited sense of guilt and
responsibility and the impulse to gather 'the
small blue flowers of charity'. With her ancestors' sense of duty she associates her own
desire for the betterment of the world. It's
clear from the protest verse that she turned
to Communism as some turn to the church.
From the later poems, especially Hidden Journey, we can gather that for her, as for so
many others, a commitment to the party has
been increasingly difficult to maintain. But
the need for commitment remains.
In 1958-63, a group of love poems displays
a new confidence and certainty, but as well, a
readiness to explore the dark side of love, its
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aspect as a means of revealing our fears and
insecurities as well as its power of bringing the
reward of communion with another. The
poems are notable for the wide range of experiences they bring into "the glare/Of that
much-mentioned brilliance, love".^ The most
ambitious of them. Unanswered Love Letter,
cast in her favourite form of an address to a
second person, juxtaposes the allegiances that
lie beyond judgement with the 'accidental' circumstances we can't shrug off. As in most of
her poems, the scenery has a social as well as
an atmospheric part to play.
Motels are built for the twenty minute
climax:
Cars and motels and trains, all the trappings of transience . . .
Some parts of this poem are flat and prosaic,
as though the poet would prefer rejection to
misunderstanding. But she retains here, as
elsewhere, the capacity to rise in the space
of a line to eloquence:
That night in Sydney the wheel, coming full
circle, broke me.
I have been hanging ever since between the
spokes of an old crutch.
Broken-legged, jumping over puddles and
contradictions.
Lies and half-truths, contradictions and evasions, this is my life.
Whose pride was all in truth, and having
lost it limp Uke Lazarus.
So many deaths, do we never come to the
end of it, shedding our skins.
And trembling out to dry on the twig of the
world, to sing like a Green Monday,
On a Spring morning, whirring for twentyfour hours in the black Manly pines.
The ending of this poem is typical of the odd
way in which Dorothy Hewett's faults are
interwoven with her virtues. Fine single Unes
and images lies around on the page, brokenbacked. It is easy enough to point to what
goes wrong; the inflation, the undigested borrowing, the way the syntax skids on corners.
It is less easy to account for the way a promising poem like Husband of the Poet should
droop at the end into self-pity; or why, as late
as 1965, she can write a poem on the ancestor
theme which is only marginally better than the
1945 Testament.
I think perhaps there are two main reasons
for her unevenness. There is, to begin with,
a luridness and a sustained ambition in the
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imagery which recall—as do other features of
her verse—the novels of Hardy. Like him, she
is romantic by temperament and an ironist as
a result of experience. Control is the a priori
necessity for such a poet. Yet her perceptions
won't be chastened. Her intensity and emotional fullness can't be reined in by a verseform or a willed habit of self-deprecation.
She needs room. So success when it comes—
and it does, more often than not, in this collection—comes either from an intent spareness
and solidity in the language, or from an
opening out into freer forms, in which the
unit is the blank verse paragraph. In other
words, like the great Romantics, she achieves
formal unit by doing full justice to the prompting experience. The method is hit-or-miss;
there are no safeguards for such a poet.
Nor, however, can she afford safeguards.
Dorothy Hewett is really two poets. The poet
of 1941-45 was transformed in that fourteen
year period of virtual silence. After some
tricky transitional years, she wrote, in 1963:
I have Uved so long in the iron maiden of
my thought.
Crabbed and confined, my breath misting
the mirrors.
One morning I stepped out through a wide
window
Into the world, where the dew lay on the
grass.
It was like a second coming, so rich, so
dear,
The landmarks in that familiar landscape;
And yet so new after the long walks
In the streets of time, richer for the sense
Of multitudes of men moving through neon
Ughts,
And factory whistles casting bread on the
harbour waters.
( ^ ^ Fourtieth Year)
And in 1963, she also wrote her first perfect
poem. Last Summer.
In the little house with the sparrows,
The heavenly dew descends.
The wind-bells chime in the jacaranda.
Is this how the world ends?
The air is so thin and fragile.
We can hear spiders spin.
Shut up the house this summer.
Let nobody in.
A shadow hops in the garden.
The small sparrow sings.
Time spreads, the sun drops suddenly
And clips his wings.
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A flurry and fall of sparrows.
Dropping into the sea.
What old man sits on the seashore
And counts and counts for me?
The grasshopper flicks and stumbles.
Hesitant in the grass.
The sea pounds and the rain pours
On this dark house of glass.
I Ue so still at midnight
You cannot hear me weep.
And who is there to tell you.
You cry all night in your sleep.*^
Since 1963, her poetry has made new gains.
It is as though she has only recently found her
voice, so that reviewing this volume is Uke
dealing with a Works and a first volume simultaneously. And so, for this second reason, we
may expect failure to accompany success for
some time yet.
There is more variety in this collection than
my isolating of her three main concerns would
suggest. Country Idyll (1962) is perhaps the
harbinger of more lyrical ballads (there is a
similar poem in Australian
Poets 1968).
Hidden Journey aheady has a companion piece
in Alice in a German Garden (Overland, No.
39), and there is, in the volume under review,
a splendid obUque satire on Strine Litmanship.
Where is he running through the bush,
TolUng his bell of billycan.
The ballad, like a Bathurst burr.
Sticks to his back, poor witness man.
And when he drops, that dusty swag
Stands up and fights him on the road.
Where can he go? Matilda is
An awkward archetypal load.
(Bagman's Ballad)
The best poem in the collection is, as one
might expect, directly confessional. The Burial
brings into play all her feeling and aU her
countermarching irony. The poem is best read
as a pendant to the longer poems about her
family. Read against those, its references become even more resonant, and its astonishing
concentration the more impressive. The Burial,
and River to Rider, which muses over the fate
of Thomas Peel, show a new strength and objectivity in her work.
It is unfortunate that Dorothy Hewett's
faults are of an unfashionable kind. Where
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most Australian poets in the 60s are arid, she
is sentimental; where they are spinterish, she
is fulsome. But gradually, and with increasing
command, she is beginning to be able to tell
the truth as it appears to a rich and compUcated personality. That, and not any political
allegiance, is what has motivated her from the
start.

NOTES
Introduction to Dorothy Hewett and Merv Lilley,
What About the People?, National Council of the
Realist Writers Group, Brisbane, undated (1964?).
Dorothy Hewett, Windmill Country, Overland, in
conjunction with Peter Leyden Publishing House
and with assistance from the Conunonwealth
Literary Fund, Melbourne, 1968, 75 pp., 1.95.
Philip Larkin, Love Songs in Age.

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
Judging by the comments we have received, our Young Writers' Issue has
been popular with our readers and has been a welcome stimulus to young
writers themselves. Westerly invites contributions from writers of all ages,
but is especially interested in the work of younger and more experimental
writers. Most of the contributors to our Young Writers' Issue were poets;
we hope to see more of the work of young prose writers in the future.
Apart from creative work, Westerly carries articles and reviews. While
these are usually commissioned, we are always happy to consider nonspecialist articles (not more than 3000 words) on literature, art, history
and sociology, and other topics of general interest.

THE PATRICIA HACKETT PRIZE
The Patricia Hackett Prize for the best original contribution to Westerly
is awarded armually and the winner for 1968 will be armounced in the
next issue.
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